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THE MISSISSIPPI-WARRIOR SERVICE
Need For Further Development Of Government Barge Line And Additional River Terminals.
By Theodore Brent, Federal Manager, Mississippi Warrior Service
I have been desirous of placing be
fore the Memphis people a brief state
ment of the accomplishments and aims
of the Mississippi-Warrior Service—the
Federal Barge Line.
Much has been published concerning
the Government's operation of trans
portation on the river, which has not
been very comprehensive and intelligi
ble. There is much which might have
been told which is of very great in
terest to business men, for this is a
business institution.
Those of us who have lived with the
institution from its inception and are
familiar with the relation of its costs
to its revenues, the scope of its op
portunity for puhlic service and the
assurance of ultimate success which
even its present accomplishments hold
out are in danger of losing the proper
perspective. It is helpful to us to oc
casionally make a progress report.
The changes in the business of the
line have come so gradually as to be
almost imperceptible. Thus far they
have taken the form of lessening the
deficit rather than any continued earnDelays in the completion of the
equipment and terminals necessary for
its success have resulted in months
of unprofitable operation where there
had been the prospect of a reversal
of these conditions.
So necessarily, much of the time of
the Management has been spent in an
attempt to combat erroneous impres
sions created by the' incomplete opera
tions of the line and in guarding
against the things which have arisen
from time to time to menace its sucThe most serious danger now to the
existing water service is the apparent
puhlic demand for the entire withdraw
al of governmental agencies from ev
erything connected with transporta
tion, business and industry.
So many individuals and corpora
tions suffered so much disturbance and
loss from the wholesale intervention
of Governmental agencies into' every
form of commercial activity during the
war that it is probably inevitable the
reaction should be marked.
There can be no quarrel with the
general disposition to leave business to
private or corporate effort. The danger
lies in the possibility that the puhlic
may be led to seem to demand too
hasty a withdrawal of Governmental
enterprises which have aimed at a

lasting public benefit, where condi
tions are not yet favorable to the con
tinuance of such enterprises by cor
porate effort and where the withdrawal
of Governmental assistance would leave
them crippled and possibly compel
their abandonment.
When we eliminate the impatience of
Governmental interference of the war
time sorts which frequently beclouds
the better judgment of thoughtful men
we find a calm acceptance of the
principle that where any large num
ber of people»will be benefitted by
certain measures which are public or
semi-public in their nature and those
things can not be inaugurated by cor
porate interests, either by reason of
the initial hazard to private capital
or the hostility of intrenched private
interests which conceive the public en
terprise to contain some menace to
them, that in such case the Federal,
State and Municipal authorities are ex
pected to exert their force to bring
the public enterprise into being, over
come the obstacles, expend public
funds and use every means to create a
legal and commercial situation which
will favor its continuance.
We have such a situation in this
commercial enterprise now being car
ried forward by the Federal Barge Line
on the Mississippi River.
The merchants of Memphis who have
made a study of their railroad rates
have long known that they were very
low compared with the rates charged
to and from cities equally distant by
rail but not situated on navigable
streams. They have known from the
testimony of the representatives of
the railroads that these rates were too
low to yield any fair return to a car
rier by rail. They must have known
that these rates were held low to keep
out any form of navigation on the
river and would have been abandoned
long ago, except for the fear of a re
turn to Memphis of the cheaper form
of transportation.
But fear of a thing twenty years
dead is a poor foundation for the
continuance by the railroads of a basis
of rates they could not themselves
justify. They held to it with increas
ing difficulty, while costs were com
paratively low and generai
great enough to absorb their
losses from this ruinous form of com
petition.
The acid test came when the mount
ing costs made great aggregate in-

creases in revenues imperatively neces
sary. The railroads could not devise
a workable scheme which would exact
the needed additions in revenue from
the interior communities which were
already on a much higher plane and
hold down the rates to and from these
great cities and gateways at the river
bank to figures at which freight could
profitably be handled by water.
So the first class rail rate of 65
cents per hundred pounds, which has
for twenty years discouraged boat traf
fic between Saint Louis and Memphis
has now become $1,435, and the figure
of 90 cents from Saint Louis to New
Orleans has been raised to $2.03, and
all the other rates are going up in
proportion. Yet, we are told the net
revenues of many roads are still very
discouraging and more money must be
found by means yet to be devised.
These comparative figures mark the
length and direction the railroads have
gone in less than three years to re
coup their corporate revenues from
the performance of public common car
riage.
Memphis must, we think, be equally
interested in knowing what has taken
place in the same space of time con
cerning common carriage by water,
the older and cheaper form of trans
portation to which she owes primarily
her greatness as a market, manufac
turing community and center of popuWhen the United States finally be
came involved in the war, it found
common carriage by water in this
country at its lowest ebb. It had
gone out of existence on the Missis
sippi river, except for short local runs
where railroad service was poor. The
Interstate Commerce law had been so
construed as to make investments in
boat lines so hazardous that new pri
vate capital could not afford to en
gage in it. The old craft had proved
such a risk that insurance rates had
been placed at prohibitive figures. In
dustries had left the river banks and
sought inland locations well served by
the railroads. The location of the
South Memphis press is a very typi
cal case of this changed situation.
The railroads steadfastly refused to
make through rates or issue through
bills of lading with water, carriers,
claiming the corporation which would
engage in common carriage on the
rivers were so ill financed and so lia
ble to have their plants and capital
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wiped out by any sudden disaster that
they were unable to properly act as
connections under the obligations of
the law.
When the Government finally took
over the roads for war operations and
found by actual contact with their
physical condition and their finances
how far they had fallen behind the
pace of normal progress, Congress got
the first real taste of responsibility
for the success or failure of the pub
lic transportation system of the coun
try which it had allowed itself for a
generation. For years it had con
tented itself with mere regulation of
the most flagrant abuses, administered
through its agent, the Interstate Com
merce Commission.
Soon the destructive force which had
been practiced for years by the rail
roads through unequal rate adjustments
became apparent.
They had driven
out the cheaper form of transportation
by forcing their own rates between the
most important centers on a great
volume of traffic below the cost of op
eration. They had bankrupted them
selves in securing their monoply of
common carriage.
So Congress, in the Spring of 1918,
framed the Federal Control Act. One
of the most important sections of
this law was the one which provided
a working fund immediately available
of $500,000,000.00 for the operations and
improvements and extension of the
facilities of transportation.
Surveying the low -estate to which
inland water carriage had fallen and
the great need of its revival, Congress
provided that "From said revolving
fund the President may expend such
an amount as he may deem neces
sary or desirable for the utilization
and operation of canals, or for the pur
chase, construction, or utilization and
operation of boats, barges, tugs and
other transportation facilities on the
inland, canal and coastwise waterways,
and he may, in the operation and use
of such facilities create or employ
such agencies and enter into such con
tracts and agreements as he shall deem
in the public interest."

were the New York Barge Canal, the
Mississippi River below St. Louis, and
the canalized portions of the Warrior
and Tombigbee Rivers in Alabama.
The Mississippi River project was ap
proved by the Director General of
Railroads in May, 1918, and in the fol
lowing month the. Warrior River was
also accepted. In July, 1918, Mr. M. J.
Sanders was appointed Federal Man
ager of the Mississippi Warrior Serv
ice. He was urged to begin activities
on the Mississippi at once, with such
equipment as he could charter or buy,
and he was also instructed to build a
fleet of modern steel equipment for
permanent operation.
The first unit of the permanent fleet
for the Mississippi River Service was
authorized to consist of six tow-boats
of 2000 horsepower, each of the type
of the recently completed towboat
"Natchez," with forty steel barges of
2000 tons deadweight carrying capacity
each. This fleet, when it is all deliv
ered, will have cost $8,000,000.00.
While the line was the ward of the
Railroad Administration a comprehen
sive system of joint tariffs on all
classes of freight moving in domestic
and foreign commerce was authorized
by a series of some fifty joint tariffs.
Along with these joint tariffs, the Ad
ministration directed the establishment
of a universal system of through bill
ing between all the railroads and the
Barge Line and required all the rail
roads to direct their agents to issue
through bills of lading with the Fed
eral Barge Line and its steamship con
nections to the same extent and on
the same terms as they were issued
with the rail connections.
When the Federal control of the rail
roads ceased, on March 1, 1920, and the
railroad properties were returned to
corporate managements, Congress di
rected that

Under the authority of this provi
sion the Director General of Railroads
appointed a committee of five men,
who were requested to make a survey
of the inland waterways whose chan
nels were then in such condition as to
justify the expenditure of public funds
to provide equipment for common car
riage of freight.

"All boats, barges, tugs and other
transportation facilities on the inland,
canal, and coastwise waterways * * *
acquired by the United States in pur
suance of the fourth paragraph of Sec
tion six of the Federal Control Act * *
are transferred to the Secretary of
War, who shall operate or cause to
be operated such transportation facili
ties so that the lines of inland water
transportation
established
by
or
through the President during Fed
eral control shall be continued."
At the same time, Congress greatly
strengthened the legal position of the
inland water carriers.

Only three such projects were found
by the committee to then offer such
promise of wide public service. These

It prohibited further violations of
the long-and-short-haul principle in the
(Continued on page 26)

KXCESS PROFIT TAX
An overwhelming demand for re
peal of the excess profits tax is
made by American [business as shown
in a referendum vote of the organ
izations within the membership of the
Chamber of Commerce of the Uni
ted ~ States.
The ballot was taken on a report
of the National Chamber's Commit
tee on Taxation, which advanced fif
teen proposals for changes in present
methods of federal tax levy.
Although the committee recom
mended substitutes for the excessprofits tax the vote on these propos
als was not conclusive. A considera
ble majority voted against an in
crease in income taxes, and at the
same time there was a majority vote
against any form of sales tax, which
had been suggested both as a substi
tute for and as an addition to other
forms of tax.
A proposal that excise taxes be
levied partly to take the place of the
excess-profits tax was carried.
In the Chamber's referendum sys
tem a two-thirds vote is necessary
to carry. The propositions submitted
and the vote on each follow:
1. The excess-profits tax should
be repealed—for, 1,718; against 44.
Carried.
2. Revenues now derived from
the excess-profits tax should be ob
tained mainly from taxes on incomes
—for 571; against 1,004. Not carried.
3. There should be excise taxes
upon some articles of wide use but
not of first necessity—for, 1,217;—
against, 504. Carried.
4. Should a sales tax be levied in
stead of the taxes mentioned in pro
position 2 and 3?—for, 704; against,
855. Not carried.
5. Should a sales tax be levied in
addition to such taxes as are men
tioned in propositions 2 and 3?—for,
763; against, 894. Not carried.
6. Members voting in favor of
question V or question 5 are request
ed to indicate the type of sales tax
they advocate.
a.

A general turnover tax—
for, 511.
A limited turnover tax—
for, 180.
c. A retail sales tax—
for, 541.
7. There should be a moderate
and graduated undistributed earnings
tax 6n corporations—for, 640, against,
1,063. Not carried.
(Continued on page 25)
b.
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GREAT VALLEY CONVENTION PLANNED
Mississippi Valley Association Will Hold Third Annual Meeting
In New Orleans In May.

Every forward-looking citizen who
lives in the Mississippi Valley will
be interested in the coming conven
tion of the Mississippi Valley As
sociation, to be held in New Orleans,
May 23rd.
With the exception of six promi
nent speakers who will deal with
specific problems from a national
viewpoint, the convention will be de
void of public addresses. The ses
sions will be thrown open for dis
cussion by the various delegates pre
sent of specific problems regarding
the development of the Mississippi
Valley.
The economic conferences to be
featured in this great convention may
be listed under. the following head
ings:
WATERWAYS: Renewed effort
will be made to cieate greater in
terest in the Association's national
plan for improving all inland water
ways. A program of future water
way activities along a most compre
hensive line will be adopted.
AGRICULTURE: Market devel
opment, better farming methods, and
the encouragement of highway build
ing will form the more important
subjects to be discussed and acted
upon at this conference, by men prac
tical in all phases of agricultural proFOREIGN TRADE: The fullest
development of export trade relations
hy the United States, the equaliza
tion of export rates from the Middle
West, to and from North Atlantic,
Gulf, and South Atlantic ports, will
be the principal topics of discussion
during the Foreign Trade Conference.
RECLAMATION: The influences
of irrigation and dry-farming will be
considered in connection with com
prehensive plans for flood protection
and the development of navigable
waterways.
TRANSPORTATION: The prompt
establishment of through rail, river
and rail rates as essential to the best
interests of the country at large.
Chambers of Commerce, Commercial
and Manufacaurers Associations and
other interests of the Valley will be
asked to file formal petitions with
the Interstate Commerce Commission
urging the establishment of rail, riv
er, and rail rates in the Valley terri
tory.

MERCHANT MARINE: Plans for
intensive program to encourage the
completion of a well-balanced mer
chant marine on a permanent basis
will be laid, and steps to discourage
legislative restrictions controlling the
operation of American ships will be
taken.

Important Subjects
Backing up the stand taken at the
last annual convention of the Asso
ciation held in Saint Louis on the
equalization of freight rates, ad
vance information from the St.
Louis headquarters indicates that
plans for a renewed effort is to be
made to secure of the Interstate Com
merce Commission a freight rate
structure which will permit a wider
use of inland craft in full co-ordina
tion with the railroads, where such
use can be made to reduce the cost
of transportation to handlers of comThe possibilities of the American
Merchant Marine as a medium to ef
fectively maintain the country's pres
tige in foreign fields is to be made
the subject of one of the conferences.
The Association was active in the
drafting of the Jones Bill, which be
came a law. in July, 1920, and which
provides for the maintenance for a
period of ten years of the present
merchant marine. More recently, at
a conference in Washington, the As
sociation appointed a special commit
tee to confer with Senator Jones,
author of the bill. This committee
pledged the Senator renewed sup
port of the Valley interests to safe
guard American shipping by urging
the permanent establishment of the
Merchant Marine.
The development of inland water
ways as a means of transportation
is to form an important convention
subject. The Association has already
formulated a program of national
scope providing for the deveopment
and maintenance of all waterways in
the United States.
It is expected that the Association
will take exception to the amount
recently appropriated by the House
Appropriations Committee which pro
vides for a sum of $15,000,000, for
the development of inland waterways
in the Mississippi Valley, and formu
late plans to more effectively secure
the support for the Association's na

tional project. The adopted program
calls for a sum of $100,000,000 a year
for ten years.
The reclamation conference is to
be devoted to the formulation of a
constructive and co-ordinated pro
gram for the reclamation of all flood
lands in the Valley, so that the wa
ter that now goes to waste in de
structive floods may be soaked into
the ground through contour plow
ing and diverted to dry lands in the
form of irrigation.
The other conferences making up
the convention are of unusual signi
ficance and the appeal for a well at
tended meeting is urgent. Association
officers have pointed out the neces
sity for the co-ordination of Valley
forces to bring about national and
state legislation, the absence of which
in some instances has been retarding
the interests in the quest of commer
cial supremacy for this vast produc
ing area.
Harry H. Merrick, president of the
.association, in a letter to President
j) Harding, outlined the following ob
jectives which the interests of the
twenty-seven states of the valley re
gion are cooperating to obtain;
FIRST—The. completion of the de
monstration of the practical economy
of inland waterway transportation
through the operation of the Missis
sippi-Warrior Barge lines, initiated by
the people of the Valley, and put
into operation by the Federal Gov
ernment, and the development of an
adequate inland waterway system of
transportation through the comple
tion of the principal channel projects.
SECOND—The continued develop
ment by the U. S. Shipping Board,
under Section 7 of the Merchant Ma
rine Act, 1920, .of overseas trade
routes from uncongested Southern
ports, thus enabling shippers from
the Middle-West to utilize any port
through which they may move pro
ducts with the greatest economy and
efficiency.
THIRD—The continuation of the
justified export rail rates from the
Central Western States to Southern
ports on a parity with the rates to
North Atlantic ports, as developed by
the United States Railroad Adminis-
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FOR THE YAZOO DELTA
An Article Prepared by One Who Lives and Works in the Delta,
Designed to Aid His Fellow-Citizens.
By T. L. Turner, Editor, Belzoni (Mississippi) Banner
Let's do it. It will be the salvation
of the delta country. Sunday, in con
versation with a manager of one of the
largest plantations in this country, we
learned that much corn had already
beeir planted, and that more corn and
other feed stuff will be planted this
year than was ever known before in the
delta. This gentleman told us that
even if cotton was commanding a high
price, the people on the farms and plan
tations should raise their own feed
stuff, that they should have plenty of
chickens for home consumption, if not
for sale and barter: That they should
have a few pigs for the meat, that the
men attend to the hogs and the women
to the chickens; and more, that there
should be a cow at every home on the
plantations, and the planters should
see to it that enough feed stuff is
raised for the cattle, the hogs and the
chickens.
If this was done, this country would
blossom as the rose, there would be no
more hard times. We would have our
own food right at our door, ham and
eggs, chickens and garden truck, hogs
and hominy, beef and brains.
That sounds good.
Let's put it into effect.
It means much; more than you have
any idea of.
You won't have to live out of tin
cans, food cooked in Chicago; eggs
brought out of cold storage; beef killed
in Kansas City; ham, shoulders, bacon
and side meat cured in rotten packing
Give to every negro on your place a
little garden to attend, a few chickens,
a pig or two, and a cow, and let us Delta
People, the greatest people on earthstart something for the welfare of the
country and future posterity.
The day is coming when we will come
to our senses, and we hope it will be
hastened when we will eat out of the
plenitude of our own storehouses, stuff
that we raise on our own soil and
around our own homes.
'Tis a great thing to be thus inde
pendent. 'Tis a great thing to say to
the cotton buyer, "I don't have to sell;
I have meat and bread, butter and eggs
which I raised and I do not have to sell
my cotton to buy these."
Let's do it. Ninety per cent of the
eggs, butter and meat that Humphreys
countians eat is shipped in our towns
and bought by the consumer, men who

have farms, plantations, gardens, back

The Month of Showers—When
Bunions Groan and Weakened
Arches Wail.
(By Elwood Lloyd)
"Bad weather for rheumatism," I
said to Tom, as I helped myself to
a chair and accepted my own invita

Isn't it a shame?
You have the room for chickens, for a
pig or two, a cow and a calf at your
home. We know you have, and you
know it.
Let's change up the old order of
things.
Here is what Holy Writ says:—"For
the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a
good land, a land of brooks Of water,
of fountains and depths that spring
out of the valleys and hills; vines, and
fig trees, and pomgranates; a land of
olive oil and honey; a land wherein
thou shalt eat bread without scarceness,
thou shalt not lack anything in it.
When thou hast eaten and art full, then
thou shalt bless the Lord thy God for
the good land which he hath given
thee."
Let's do it.

tion to pay him a little visit. "This
darn wet weather certainly puts kinks
in a fellow.

Been

limping

around

like a cripple for three days."
"Shucks," was Tom's unsympathet
ic response, "you are much too young
to have rheumatism. Take off your
shoes."
As I unlaced my foot gear Tom
called to one of his staff, who came
back to the cubbyhole office carry
ing a small wooden box, a sheet of
paper and a measuring chart.
"Elwood says he has rheumatism,"
was Tom's next remark, "see what's
the matter with him."
After a bripf examination the man
with the paraphernalia said, "Broken

GOVERNMENT OPENS
NEW FOREIGN TRADE
OFFICE IN SHANGHAI
American Commercial Literature Desired
For Files
The opening of a new office of the
Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Com
merce in Shanghai provides American
foreign traders with another source of
information, and supplies an additional
medium through which Chinese buyers
can be reached.
American manufacturers, merchants
and business organizations, are urged
by the National Foreign Trade Council
to place this Shanghai office on their
mailing list for catalogues, journals,
and other commercial publications.
Shanghai is one of the most important
and lively entreports in the Far East,
and every effort is being made to build
up a good American commercial library
in the Bureau's new office.
The Bureau of Foreign & Domestic
Commerce is planning to provide in
Shanghai files of information on Far
Eastern trade, so that American busi
ness men, on landing in Shanghai, may
have a place to go and get first hand,
reliable information on conditions and
possibilities in China, thereby saving
great expense and unnecessary travel.
Communications should be addressed
to the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic
Commerce, Chinese-American Bank of
i Building, Shanghai, China.

arch on the left foot."
When I raised the question as to
the relationship between broken arch
es and the twinge in my hip, Torn
leaned back and gave me a tabloid
lecture on the science of orthopraxy.
"Along about this time of the year"
he said, "hundreds "of folks commence
complaining of rheumatism.

Think-

the wet weather is bringing it on. It
is a safe bet that ninety per cent
haven't a. sign of trouble higher than
their ankles.
"Next to the eyes the feet are the
busiest part of the human body. And
receive the least care. They are on
the job all the time. Yet few persons
think much about them.
"That is the reason we have a foot
specialist, a graduate in orthopraxy,
as a part of our force. If our custom
ers won't think about their own feet
it is our duty to do that part of
their thinking for them. When we re
lieve them of foot trouble, by giving
them properly fitting shoes, we elim
inate physical discomfort and increase
business efficiency—that is a part of
the service of the Sherron Shoe Co."
So I came away from the store at
Main and Union with my defective
arch properly bolstered up, but minus
the twinge in my hip.
(adv.)

'0
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FOR NEGRO EDUCATION
TURNER UNIVERSITY TO BE ESTABLISHED IN MEMPHIS FOR BETTER TRAINING OF
COLORED TEACHERS — WIDE INTEREST ATTACHED TO IMPORTANT ADVANCE STEP"

TURNER COLLEGE, now loca
ted at Shelbyville, Tenn., is to be
removed to Memphis, where a Uni
versity for the educating of teachers
and leaders of various professions for
the colored race is to be established.
Some time ago the Educational

Committee of the Chamber of Com
merce took under consideration the
question of the need for such an in
stitution in this city, together with
the feasibility of a proposition at
that tim,e made by the African Meth
odist Episcopal Church Connection,
consisting of the Kentucky and Ten
nessee conferences, under which Tur
ner College is operated, to remove
their institution to MempUs in the
event suitable site and buildings
could be provided. After thorough
investigation the matter was reported
favorably to the Board of Directors,
which in due course endorsed the
idea.
The Petty-Wallace Sanitarium pro
perty located on South Fifth Street,
including several acres of land and
buildings ideally adapted for dormi
tory purposes, indicated in the lower
right hand corner of the accompaning

picture, have been secured at a cost
of $35,000. The upper view in the
picture shows the proposed admin
istration building, which will cost
about $40,000, and will be started as
soon as funds can be raised for do
ing so. An Industrial Building, to

cost about $20,000, and a Domestic
Science Building, to cost about $15,000, will also be needed.
Arrangements are. being complet
ed for a community-wide campaign,
to be launched about May 15, with
a view to raising $100,000, with which
to pay for the site and buildings. In
the event that this amount is raised,
about $150,000 will be forthcoming

for the support of the University,
from the general A. M. E. Connect
ion, which has already launched a
Drive throughout the country for
Five Million fc)ollars,
one half of
which will go for educational pur
poses among colored people. The

Bishop's Council of that connection
will very largely have the distribu
tion of this fund; and, looking for
ward to the best interests of the
University in Memphis, an effort has
been successful in securing the next
session of that body is this city in
February, 1922.
A Memphis Drive Committee, con(Continued on page 24)
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BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MONTH
Symphony Orchestra and Choral Society Score Big Success
Other Items of Interest Briefly Told.
Municipal Music Succeeds.
A success in every respect was. the
first concert of the Memphis Sym
phony Orchestra and Choral Society,
appearing at the Lyric March 23rd.
The Orchestra and Choral Society
are under the direction of Arthur
Nevin, Director of Municipal Music
and Dramatic Art, and have been
fostered by the Park Commission
and the Chamber of Commerce, oth
er organizations cooperating. To E.
R. Barrow, Chairman of the Music
Committee of the Chamber of Com
merce, much credit for the success of
this undertaking must be given.
The first program was not a heavy
one, but was replete with melodic
gems. Solo numbers by Mrs. David
L. Griffith, Miss Elsa Gerber and
Mr. C. M. Saner, were all favorably
received. The entire concert fulfilled
the anticipations and expectations of
the musical coterie and the public.
The success of the first perform
ance assures Memphis of the develop
ment of a great symphony orches
tra and choral society.
Shoe Dealers Meet.
About five hundred shoe dealers
attended the fourth annual conven
tion of the Tri-State Shoe Retailers'
Association which opened here March
14th. Sessions extended thru three
days. More than forty shoe manufac
turers erected booths at convention
headquarters in the Chisca and dis
played an attractive exhibit.
Optimism pervaded the entire meet
ing, dealers expressing in their ad
dresses many reasons why business
will show a decided improvement
soon. It was shown that lower prices
can prevail as soon as labor costs
are lowered and lower freight rates
are put into effect.
The delegates voted to hold their
1922 meeting again in Memphis. Lo
cal men were re-elected President
and Secretary-Treasurer, the former
office being retained by Reuben
Stiefel of J. Goldsmith & Sons, and
the latter by S. Love of Oak Hall.
New Playgrounds.
With the coming of spring, the
playground and recreation depart
ment of the Park Commission is pre
paring for enarged and extended
activities. Walter G. Smith, super
intendent of the department, has an-

SUSTAINING FUND
NOTICE
Attention of all subscribers
to the Chamber of Commerce
Sustaining Fund is called to
the fact that the first quarter
for 1921 expires April 1.
All who have not yet for
warded checks covering one
quarter of the annual subscrip
tion for 1921 are urged to do
so at once. Prompt payments
of the pledges made to the Sus
taining Fund will assure con
tinuation of the large commun
ity service being rendered by
the various departments of the
Chamber of Commerce.
nounced that nine new playgrounds
probably will be opened by the time
the kiddies' vacations start. These
will give Memphis a total of sixteen
playgrounds supervised by the de
partment. In preparation for the ex
pansion of organized play in Mem
phis, Superintendent Smith has been
training a number of workers in the
art of tactfully directing boys and
girls in these neighborhood play
grounds, so that all centers will be
provided with capable leaders to keep
things going smoothly and safely.
Community Meeting.
Ghamber of Commerce speakers
who addressed the community meet
ing at Neshoba, Tennessee, were Mrs.
Elmer Houk, Dr. C. H. Williamson,
and Mr. Charles R. Shannon. The
meeting was in the interest of sewer
age and other civic improvements.
Guest from National C. of C.
The Chamber of Commerce was
honored March 4th by having as a
guest Mr. E. T. Trigg, former presi
dent of the Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce, and a director of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States. Mr. Trigg was a guest of the
Executive Committee at luncheon and
related some of the plans and achieve
ments of the Philadelphia organiza-

Jtobs Opening Up.
Unemployment is on the wane in
Memphis, according to reports col
lected by the United States Employ

ment Service for February. Employ
ment increased 2.7 per cent in Mem
phis during the month. The detailed
report shows a general decrease of
employment in thirty-six cities and
an increase in twenty-nine cities. St.
Louis increased 2.6 per cent and At
lanta showed an increase of 2.3 per
Market Sheds.
C. W. Watson and J. H. Tull, of
the Farm Bureau, report that farm
ers throughout the territory are look
ing forward to the opening of the
new market sheds at Poplar and
Front. Consumers also will be pleas
ed to learn that construction of the
market will be rushed. The sheds
will be 300 feet long, giving room
for one hundred farmers' wagons.
Farm Bureau Assists.
The Farm Bureau has assisted a
number of counties in the tri-states
in the organization of county farm
bureaus. The bureaus are working for
the promotion of better farm meth
ods and increased production of, feed
and food crops.
For Reduced Acreage.
Thomas B. King, Manager of the
Good Roads Department, addressed
a large number of farmers and mer
chants at Hernando, Mississippi, in
the interests of a larger production
of food-stuff. Nearly all of the plant
ers present signed pledges to re
duce the acreage planted in cotton
this year.
Fair Grounds to be a Park.
Arrangements made between the
directors of the Tri-State Fair Asso
ciation and officers of the Park Com
mission will provide for an extensive
park and athletic center at the Fair
Grounds. Heretofore seldom used ex
cept when the fair is in progress, the
Fair Grounds will in the future be
an all-the-year place for baseball,
gblf, tennis and swimming. The Park
Commission is planning on building
one of the largest sanitary municipal
swimming pools in the south. The
Fair directors are planning parkways,
driveways and a number of amuse
ment features. Several new exhibit
halls will be erected. The Fair
Grounds will be useful, attractive
and "enjoyable the year around.
(Continued on page 20)
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INDUSTRIAL NEWS OF THE MONTH

A Number of Important Concerns Among Acquisitions of the Month.
By MARK FENTON, Industrial Commissioner, Memphis Chamber of Commerce.
Pathe Exchange Established in
Memphis.
The Pathe Exchange, whose execu
tive offices are at 25 West 45th St.
New York, has established in this
city at the southeast corner of Pon
totoc Avenue and Mulberry Street.
Films will be distributed from this
branch throughout the tri-sfate ter
ritory. Reels valued from $400,000 to
$500,000 are being stored in the vault
of the Memphis branch. It is esti
mated that their annual outlay" in
this city will be approximately $100,000. C. C. Vaughn is in charge as
branch manager, moving to this city
with his family from Little Rock.

School Book Company Establish
In Memphis.
The Southern School-Book Depos
itory of Atlanta have closed lease
for large space in the Johnson &
Myers Building, 76-82 West Virgi
nia Avenue, their office to be at 82
W. Virginia. They will distribute
books on an extensive scale through
this territory from the Memphis
house.

Chicken Hatchery Doing Big
Business.
J. Claude Hull, formerly of Cleve
land, Ohio, who purchased property
on Summer Ave. Highland Heights,
and established thereon a large
chicken hatchery last summer is do
ing a big business. Nearly 24,000 ba
by chicks are hatched every twentyone days at this hatchery through
the medium of a double-deck system
of incubators. Heat is supplied by a
furnace at one end of the building
and is so arranged as to automatic
ally maintain an even temperature.
Through the movement of one lever,
five thousand eggs are turned in a
second, the eggs being turned four
times every twenty-four hours to in
sure proper heat throughout. While
the hatchery has been in operation
only a few months, Mr. Hull already
recognizes the early necessity of in
creasing his capacity.

The New Sand and Gravel
Producing Plant.
Work on the new sand and gravel
producing plant on Chelsea Avenue
is progressing satisfactorily and the

Missouri Portland Cement Company
hope to have the plant in operation
within sixty days. They propose to
dig this material from an electrically
equipped steel dredge that is now be
ing assembled on the ground. The
buildings, tracks, locomotive cars,
etc., represent a large investment
and the project will be a distinct as
set to the community. Their general
agent is J. A .Lehaney and their of
fices are in the Union & Planters
Bank Building.

A. A. Munsell Enters Contracting
and Building Business.
A. A. Munsell, who came to Mem
phis in June of 1919 as field super
intendent for Hugger Bros, to build
the Shelby County Cotton Oil Mill,
has engaged in the contracting and
building business with office at 811
McCall Building. Mr. Munsell was
ssuperintendent for t* e James Alex
ander Construction Company during
1920. This gentleman was one of the
aces in the Membership Campaign
held recently.

M. P. Burt & Company Establish
In Memphis
M. P. Burt & Company, mechanical
engineers, have organized a new firm
with offices at 206-7 Palls Building.
Included in the personnel of the new
company are Milton P. Burt, mechan
ical engineer with twenty-five years
exjperience in operating, designing
and building packing plants, J. Paul
Gaines, civil engineer, and Louis G.
Carlisle, architect, both with many
years of experience. The new com
pany will specialize in packing house
and cold storage designing, consul
tation on power and operating costs.
In addition to this special line they
will handle all classes of buildings,
aoartment houses, etc., that may be
built in Memphis. Mr. Burt was with
the Memphis Packing Corporation
from the start to the completion of
this modern plant.

Memphis Provision Company.
The Memphis Provision Company,
who recently established at 106 Pop
lar Avenue in the wholesale provis
ion business, report an active busi
ness. Early this year they added two
new Vim trucks to their city deliv

ery business. The company is in
corporated under the laws of Ten
nessee, capital $25,000. The president
is M. F. Strauss, vice president J.
C. McClancy, secretary F. N. Lefkowitz.

Limestone Products Company Open
Offices in Memphis.
The Limestone Products Company
incorporated under the laws of Mis
souri, recently organized to oper
ate quarries at Black Rock, Arkansas,
have established their headquarters
in the Randolph Building, this city.
Jno. T. Woodruff, of Springfield,
Missouri, is president, Frank L.
Monteverde, vice president, Chas. E.
Scott, treasurer, R. S. Alessi, secre
tary and James E. Hollingsworth,
general manager. Machinery is be
ing installed, their product to be on
the market at an early date.

The Elliott Company of Cambridge,
Massachusetts — Addressing
Machines.
The Elliott Company of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, manufacturers of ad
dressing machines, have established
district headquarters in this city at
766 Randolph Building for the dis
tribution of their machines, the "Addresserpress," throughout Arkansas,
West Tennessee, and Northern Mis
sissippi. V. E. Gleyre has moved here
from Little Rock, Arkansas, and will
be in charge of their business in the
territory indicated.

Maldezone Company Expands.
A greater volume of business was
done by the Maldezone Chemical
Manufacturing Company during the
last four months of 1920 than during
all the previous months since the or
ganization of the company in 1919, ac
cording to a recent announcement
by G. R. Wilkes, vice-president and
general manager. Re-organization of
the concern was effected about the
middle of last year, and a policy of
expanding the establishment's busi
ness entered upon. The result was
immediate growth, resulting in a vol
ume of business in four months sur
passing the total of all previous
sales. The company is now planning
-to secure a national distribution for
its products.
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BUSINESS IN GOVERNMENT
Preliminary Outline of National Chamber Convention
Comprehensive in Scope.
The Ninth Annual Meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, to be held at Atlantic City,
April 27 to 29, will have as its theme:
"In the public interest—More busi
ness methods in government; less
government management of busi
ness." This announcement has been
made by W. H. Hayley, secretary
of the Memphis, Tennessee, Chamber
of Commerce. The Chamber of Com
merce has been invited to send dele
gates to the convention.
All of the questions to be brought
before the meeting will be approach
ed as they relate to the general sub
ject. Speakers will include govern
ment officials and leading business
men in many lines of finance, com
merce and industry.
Much of the work of the conven
tion will be done as heretofore in
group sessions. Groups representing
the major divisions of business will
take up, first—problems peculiar to
the industries or interests within the
group, and second—major problems
common to all business, which will
include the question of the tariff and
that of taxation.
The program ' for the meeting
marks a new departure for the Cham
ber of Commerce in that groups will
discuss questions of a more general
nature than those affecting solely the
industries within the group. The pur
pose of this is to get the fullest and
freest discussion on broad general
problems that touch various .phases
of business differently. In a mem
bership as comprehensive as that of
the Chamber of Commerce, there is
always a difference of viewpoint on
important questions. The group ar
rangement as planned gives related
industries the opportunity to express
their views. Afterwards, the Chamber
of Commerce if it is considered nec
essary, can take a referendum vote
of its membership on the questions
considered and get after proper con
sideration the opinion of business
as a whole.
Treatment of wages, contract can
cellations, better accounting methods
and the need of national statistics on
production will be taken up by the
group representing Fabricated Pro'duction. The Finance Group will
have before it matters connected with
the government's fiscal policy, tax
ation, including the proposed turn

over tax, reorganization of govern
ment operation and the question of
the government's future policy with
respect to rediscount rates.
The group of Foreign Commerce
will discuss foreign trade matters,
including in its program such sub
jects as these—the work of national
foreign trade conventions, foreign
trade work of national trade bodies,
foreign trade work of Chambers of
Commerce, foreign trade work of
banks, railroads and express compan
ies, and the operations of foreign
trade clubs. The aim here is to give
an opportunity for an interchange of
information as to the most approved
methods of extending and prosecut
ing foreign trade effort. In connect
ion with this group a meeting will
be held for foreign trade organiza
tion secretaries.
The Insurance Group will discuss
among other things: private initiative
as against state monopoly in insur
ance; insurance as a credit factor and
the relations between government and
Recent agitation in Congress look
ing to the enactment of legislation
which would provide for government
management of basic industries will
furnish the subject for discussion in
the Natural Resources Production
Group, where the main subject will
be the government's relation to natur
al resources, including lumber, coal
and oil. Another subject which will
be taken up by this group is that
of the proper activities of trade as
sociations.
Transportation and communication
will be considered under two groups;
the first having to do with shipping,
and the second, railroad transporta
tion. The subjects to be taken up by
the Shipping Group are the sale of
government owned ships; the contin
uance of the Shipping Board and its
functions as an operating organiza
tion and differentials in cost of op
eration under various flags. The
Railroad Transportation Group will
go into a report by the Chamber of
Commerce Railroad Committee, the
present financial situation of the rail
roads in relation to plans for consoli
dation, and the shippers' part in rate
making.
The Civic Development Group will
discuss "The Schools and Social In
terest."

3

JUSTICE FOR THE POOR
Memphis Legal Aid Society Is
Endeavoring To Protect
Interests of Unfortunates
Report of the Memphis Legal Aid
Society, which has been endorsed by
the Social Agencies Endorsement
Committee of the Chamber of Com
merce, has been issued during the
month. The report is a very favorable
evidence of consistent effort in be
half of justice for the poor.
Mr. H. M. Comparet, secretary and
counsel for the Society states in the
report that during the five months
the Society has been in existence a
total of eighty cases have been han
dled, and that in fifteen instances
advice or assistance have been ren
dered other social service agencies.
Expenses of the Society during the
five months have amounted to $260.
This low figure has been made pos
sible because of keen management
and the fact that the services of
those who are carrying on the work
of the Society have been given vol
untarily without charge.
(Continued on page 19)
When the groups meet to take up
the subjects of taxation and the tariff
each group will consider, with rela
tion to taxation these questions:
Should there be an increase in the
income tax? Should there be a sales
taxj? Should there be a resort to
loans? With regard to tariff policies
these questions will be gone into:
1. Should the tariff not be fram
ed with due regard to export trade
sales or the protection of manufactur
ing in the United States?
2. Should the fact that we are
now a creditor nation alter our tariff
policy with respect to protection"?
3. Should the United States tariff
offer trading or bargaining possibili
ties for international commercial
treaties to encourage our export
trade?
4. Should the United States tariff
be liberal in its provisions in view
of our desire for liberality of tariff
on the part of other countries?
• Taxation and tariff policies will be
discussed also at one of the general
sessions of the meeting. Other sub
jects which will be gone into at the
general sessions, include foreign fi
nancing, the International Chamber
of Commerce, education, internation
al relations and the relations of gov
ernment and business.
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It is with much regret that the
Division learns Mr. J. W. King, our
first 100% member, has moved his
office to El Dorado, Arkansas. We
want Mr. King to remember he still
wears the King's Crown in this Divi-

WHY IS THE MEMBERSHIP DIVISION?
By John B. Vesey, Member Executive Committee, Membership Division
During the last quarter of 1921, the
Membership Division, under the
able direction of Robert E. Hagerty,
Chairman and R. D. Hays, Secretary,
secured 474 new memberships in the
Chamber of Commerce.
The new Membership Division con
sists of twenty teams. The City is
divided into zones and each team
works within its own zone.
This work has been very success
ful and the teams have done great
work—practically ALE of the work,
for it seems that the membership of
our Chamber have about decided to
let • the Membership Division do it
ALL. That's wrong fellows. Every
man who belongs to this great Cham
ber of Commerce should constitute
himself a Committee of one to Boost
Chamber of Commerce everywhere
he goes and to inquire from his
friends, whether or not they belong
and to SELL them the Chamber of
Commerce in the event they do not
belong.
Last year the Industrial Division
alone brought to Memphis 144 new
enterprises, who invested close to
$11,000,000 in their initial investment
here and gave employment to over
4,000 men. Do you sell clothes, shoes,
groceries, rent homes or what? Do
you happen to be a lawyer, doctor,
dentist, preacher or Other profession
al man? If so, what portion of that
$11,000,000 did you get? Are you sell
ing some of those 4,000 men some
thing? Of course, you are. A man
can't live alone and live WELL.
The whole scheme of existence is
builded on reciprocity. Some men will
say "What can I get out of the Chamher of Commerce?" Don't hesitate,
TELL THEM. They can get twice
as much out of it as they put in it.
It's an investment though and it re
quires you to put up something first
before you can begin to draw divi-.
dends—just like any other 'GOOD
INVESTMENT. Sell this idea to
your friends, fellows, and each and
every one of you get yourself into
Membership work and help make this
the greatest Chamber of Commerce
in the World.
Cecil B. DeMille of motion
picture fame, says "Of one
thing be VERY sure. Every
man must do his own grow
ing, no matter who his grand

father was, Pull often makes
men swell, but it doesn't help
them to grow."
That's just the point fellows. We
can all swell with pride because we
belong to the Memphis Chamber of
Commerce, but that, of itself, will
not help it to grow much. Make up
your mind now to put your shoulder
to the wheel and help this great or
ganization to grow, grow, GROW. It
is probably unnecessary for me to
say that the Memphis Chamber of
Commerce is already well, known
from California to Maine; and re
gardless of our City's population,
takes rank as one of the finest or
ganizations of its kind in these whole
United States. It should be a source
of everlasting pride to every man
who has had a part in building it to
its present status.
"American Citizenship, must
be learned by living it."
—William H. Allen.
A simple statement, but oh, so deep
in its intent.
A member of this organization re
cently told me he was going to let •
his membership drop because he did
not see where he got anything out of
I have known this man some
years. He has reached the twilight
of life and I have respected his years
and wondered why, with a pleasant
address and exceptional ability as a
salesman, he could have reached his
present age a failure—a business fail
ure. He seemed to have every needed
requirement to succeed, but he just
didn't. The mystery is no longer a
mystery. I KNOW WHY HE FAIL
ED. He simply never learned that
"It is more Blessed to Give than to
Receive." I have heard many scoff
at that idea. Scoffed at it myself
some in my young days, but I thank
GOD _that I have learned the lesson
—one of the most vital lessons in
Life—SERVICE.
Two boys are raised together—
leave school together—go to work
together—one succeeds the other
fails. Why?
One boy dives into his work with
the same spirit he "hit the line" in
his football game. He plays the game
of business to win. Matters of salary
and hours are but incidental. The
main thing is to do his work quicker
and better than the other fellow. He

succeeds—Nothing strange about
that is there?
The other boy dives in but stops
to learn what his fellow workers are
earning, etc., He becomes dissatisfied
probably and says "I will not work
over time nor will I kill myself work
ing hard for the mere pittance I am
getting. If they want me to work
like that they will have to pay me
more money, etc."' He fails—There's
nothing strange about that is there?
Friends, that is life. The first boy
was willing to SERVE—serve wellserve because it was right and pro
per that he should serve. It followed
as the night follows the day that he
was successful. He simply made him
self invaluable to his employer. The
same thing applies to your work for
Memphis. You work faithfully and
well for Memphis and you will find
that Memphis will compensate you
with its faith and confidence in you.
Nay, it will even compensate you
FINANCIALLY in increased pat
ronage that will come into your place
of business. The law of compensa
tion is inexorable.
"There are loyal hearts,
There are Spirits brave,
There are Souls that are pure and
So give to the world
The best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
Give love and love to your heart
will flow
A strength in your utmost need,
Have faith and a score of hearts
will show
Their faith , in your word and deed.
For life is the Mirror of King and
Slave
It's just what you are and do,
So give to the World the best you
have
And the best will come back to
you."
Give love my friends and you will
beget love. Have faith in others and
they will have faith in you. Smile
and the world will smile with you.
Try meeting the world with a smile
for one day. It will take on a new
meaning to you. You will begin to
find:
"Tongues in trees,
Books in the running brooks
Sermons in Stones
And good in everything."

Committee No. 10, F. R. Bottenfield, Acting Chairman, hit a high
mark of nine new members for the
week ending March 22nd.

NEWS FROM THE FIRING LINE
Mr. W. B. Hill, Chairman of Zone
No. 18 reports that his Committee
finds Wednesday the best day to go
after members, as this gives a chance
for a follow up visit if necessary.
Mr. Pilcher of the Executive Board
who is always going after new mem
bers, suggests that when possible
two or three members go together
after a prospect.
When Mr. Harry Freeburg secured
the applications of Messrs. H. L.
Beardsley, Alex Patterson and L. H.
Harris he put the Memphis Linotype
Printing Company in the 100% Mem
bership class and added three good
men to Committee No. 9.
The meeting of March 22nd which
was arranged by Mr. McCall was the
best we have had this year (Mr. Free
burg reminds us to add up to date
of this writing as he has something
planned for next Tuesday). Begins to
look as if the Division is getting back
into its old stride.

Try persuading others to join the
Chamber of Commerce. Not just toget their money. Enter into it with
the idea and intent to help them get
something out of it. Always remem
ber you get out of it more than you
put into it. If you purchase a set of
books and put them into your library
and never open them you do not get
anything out of them, do you? The
same thing happens if you join the
Chamber of Commerce and do not
offer to help on any of the teams
and fail to coirfe there for your lunch
es and to make use of the rest rooms,
writing rooms, etc. If you won't use
it or help it, it can't use you or help
you. Quit waiting to be invited into
things. Memphis belongs to you, the
same as it belongs to me. Walk down
to the Secretary and tell him you

We're glad to see Mr. J. A. Trot
ter, the "Dan Patch" of Committee
No. 17 back with us.
Chairman R. E. Hagerty missed his
first Division meeting March 15th,
owing to the illness of his daughter.
We are indeed glad to learn that
Miss Hagerty is now out of danger
and rapidly convalescing.
Mr. Geo. .Mortis, Editor of the
News Scimitar, in a recent address
to the Division, likened the man who
lives in Memphis and refuses to join
the Chamber of Commerce to the man
who goes to a Sunday School picnic
and brings nothing but his falmily and
their appetites.
Mr. W. C. Walton, who has lately
become associated with the W. E.
Hill & Company will assist Mr. Hill
in Zone Committee No. 18. Mr. Wal
ton and Mr. Hill announce that Com
mittee No. 18 is willing to guarantee
to double the number pf new mem
bers secured by any Zone Committee.
Looks like they are going to be pret
ty busy.

want to help and- HE will find work
for you to do mighty quick.
Don't STALL around about "you
haven't the time" either. About 99
out of every 100 men I see, stall and
say that they haven't the time to be
long to the Chamber of Commerce.
I see the self-same men lounging
around in their places of business
killing time, or going into picture
shows, etc. There are not 25 men in
Memphis who haven't time enough
to belong to the Chamber of Com
merce and all 25 of those men BEL
LONG ANYHOW—they figure they
can't afford NOT TO TAKE THE
TIME. You can at least join, and
give it all the time you can spare.
You can do the best you know how—
(Continued on page 22)

SWEET FEED IS NOT
without favOr save where the Bal
anced Ration's value and economy
are not understood.
Those feeders in Memphis and thruout the South who habitually buy
their stock and poultry feeds in dis
tant markets, would not do so if
they were feed wise.
Their orders would not be attract
ed to the distant points if they knew
that Memphis is the originating home
and today the greatest producing
center of Sweet Balanced Rations for
work and meat animals.
Furthermore, it should be borne in
mind that not alone did the vast
Sweet Feed industry originate in
Memphis, but this city is recognized
for the unusually high quality main
tained in its output" and admittedly
manufacturing a more uniform and
higher grade product than any other
market.
The Economy of the Balanced Ration
Commercial mixed feeds are the
most economical and by far the most
convenient for the farmer, dairyman,
and poultry man. The same applies
to contractors doing logging and dirt
moving, as well as to transfer com
panies, ice and coal companies, etc.
Mixed feeds, by actual test under
all conditions, produce the needed re
suits because made upon scientific
formulae bnd properly balanced.
If your doctor says you need a
certain combination of foods, because
as now constituted your diet needs
balancing, you do not argue with him
but you do balance the ration.
A domestic animal has no oppor
tunity to balance his ration—if he
was running wild, instinct would lead
him to do so. You must balance his
ration for him. He's worth it. If a
work animal, he will be enabled to
do a better days work for this better
ration. If a meat or milk animal the
sales and quality will prove the value
of these economic feeds.
Increasing Demand For Sweet Feed
Through specialization the feed
manufacturers have created an in
dustry which actually enables the
farmer, to sell grain, buy feed and
keep his stock in better physical con
dition at less cost—because the mix
ed feed is a balanced ration and
straight grain is not.
International Feeds "In Saw Tooth
Border Bags" are balanced and there
is one for every feeding purpose.—
Made only from highest grade grains,
meal and concentrates and Louisiana
sugar cane molasses; they will stand
any feeding test.
International — Dan Patch Special
Horse Feed: Special Dairy Feed;
Makmeat Hog Feed; Jewel Hen Feed;
Jewel Chick Feed; Jewel Egg Mash,
all balanced for energy, milk, meat
and eggs. Sold by Dealers Every
where "In Saw Tooth Border Bags."
INTERNATIONAL SUGAR FEED
COMPANY.
Memphis.
(adv.)
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THE RED CROSS AND ITS RESOURCES

TO STIMULATE MEMPHIS BUILDING

Some Reasons Why The Red Cross Cannot Demobilize
By Mrs. Herbert Halle Brooks
The American Red Cross seeks to be
a friend in need of all discharged and
disabled soldiers and sailors and their
families. In general the Red Cross re
gards its responsibilities as beginning
at the moment when a man enters mili
tary or naval service, and as continu
ing during the entire period of such
service, and for such length of time
after discharge as may be necessary to
insure the full re-est.ablishment of the
man in civilian life. During all that
period every such man, as well as his
family or dependents, is entitled to
such benefits as the Red Cross may be
able to give.
The Red Cross Service as applied to
disabled men and their families con
sists first of all in the giving of in
formation and friendly advice, the ren
dering of legal aid and assistance in
filling out forms of application for War
Risk Insurance and compensation, and
for vocational training or placement by
the Federal Board for Vocational Edu
cation. Such service contemplates aid
in securing belated allotment and allow
ances, in getting a man re-located in
his job or in procuring medical treat
ment or hospital care. If the discharg
ed soldier or sailor or his family is in
need of actual assistance the Red Cross
will furnish such assistance, financial
or otherwise, as may be needed. It is
particularly the function of the Red
Cross to see that men or their fami
lies do not suffer pending the provision
of Governmental or other official aid.
The disabled soldier is still with us,
and must have the care that is due him.
Even here in the United States our sick
and wounded soldiers and sailors do not
receive the individual attention which
was rained upon them during the ex
citement of the war. The Red Cross
can not demobilize its forces organized
to stand beside those who gave their
best for their country. The task of
helping the Government to return sol
diers and sailors to civil life is still a
Red Cross obligation.
410 cases were handled in the Memphis
office the past month, of these 119 were
new cases. This is rather an unusually
large number of new cases, and was
due, in our judgment, to the fact that
a great many service men who were in
jured to some extent, but not seriously,
while in service, did not file claim for
compensation at once, and probably
would never have done so had things
continued to go well with them, but be

cause of the stringency of the times,
and the further fact th^t they are not
quite fit, a great number of these men
are now out of employment, and find
ing themselves unable to earn a living
they are now filing claim for compen
sation; in addition to this many men
who came out of the army in seemingly
fair condition are developing tubercu
losis and other troubles, and are now
filing claim for compensation.
Between December I5th, 1920, and
January 1st, 1921, this office was in
strumental in reinstating something
over $600,000 in government insurance
for ex-service men.
At present we, have six or seven fami
lies where the husband is confined at
the Marine Hospital undergoing treat
ment, and where we have to take com
plete charge of the family until the
man is gotten into such shape that he
can take, and can find, light employ
ment, or his check from the Govern
ment comes through.
For your information as to what the
Red Cross Service is now doing in
Memphis we call your attention to the
following cases, which will explain the
nature of some of the cases handled by
this office:
A man applied at this office about a
month ago, stating that he was a dis
abled soldier; that the government was
paying him only $18.00 per month on
account of his disability, and that this
was not sufficient to support himself,
his wife and five months old baby—the
man being unable to work on account
of his disability. This man asked the
advice and assistance of the Red Cross
in solving his problem. Through the
efforts of this office the man was sent
to the Marine Hospital, where a slight
operation was performed; while he was
confined at the hospital the Red Cross
cared for his wife and child. Since his
discharge from the hospital his com
pensation has been increased from
$18.00 to $115.00—$80.00 for himself,
$25.00 for his wife and $10.00 for the
child. In order to secure this increase
in compensation much paper work was
done by this office, not only the neces
sary letters to the government, but also
the securing and writing of various affi
davits of persons who knew that man's
condition is not now as good as when
he entered the service. This man is
now independent and in a more con
tented frame of mind.

On November 11th, 1920, a woman
came into our office stating that she
was the mother of seven children, that
her husband had died two years ago
during the influenza epidemic; that
her oldest son was a discharged, dis
abled soldier unable to work, and that
the next son, a hoy of seventeen had
joined the navy recently; she asked
that we assist her in securing a gov
ernment allotment and allowance for
her son in the navy, as well as file
claim against the government for com
pensation because of the disability of
the oldest son, who had recently been
discharged. The mother was trying to
do washing to make a living for her
family. We were instrumental in having
the entire family examined at the clin
ic where it developed that they were far
below par physically; that two of the
children were developing tuberculosis
and that the mother was on the verge
of a nervous breakdown. It was neces
sary for this office to take entire
charge of the family as far as groceries,
coal and rent were concerned, and put
the two tubercular children on a diet
consisting of milk, fresh eggs, etc., and
see that they reported to the clinic
for observation each week. We then
took the proper steps to get the boy in
the navy to make an allotment and the
government an allowance to this widow
ed mother. The next step was to fil„e
claim against the government for the
boy who is disabled, this, too, was im
mediately attended to. The government
checks should soon be coming in to
this family and then they will be put
on their own resources as the amount
they will receive will be sufficient to
maintain them.
-One other case I believe will demon
strate an entirely different phase of
Red Cross work.
A letter was received at our office
from a Chaplain on a ship stationed at
Santiago, Cal., asking us to investigate
and interview a young woman in the
city. Our contract resulted in the fol
lowing: The man was brought here and
married to the young woman who had
become a mother, the baby baptized
and the re-united family sent back to
California where the wife could be near
her husband and where he could give
them the proper care and protection.
By this means the family was stabil
ized and started on the road to happi
ness and better American citizenship.
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Report of Building Conference Covers Cost of Materials, Labor Cost, Cost of Living, Building Finance,
and Attitude of Construction Employers and Employees — Investigation Discloses that
Building Costs are now 71 per cent. Higher than in 1914 — Measures Recommended
So as to Reduce to 60 per cent, above 1914 Costs.—The Report in Full.
Whereas construction activities are
at a very low ebb and in order that
the public may know the facts as
to costs and thus arrive at values,
the Memphis Construction Confer
ence, on March 17th, 1921, undertook
a thorough investigation of condi
tions and costs relating to building
activities and report as follows:
(A) CURRENT COST OF CON
STRUCTION
MATERIALS
IN
RELATION TO PRE-WAR COST.
The average increase from 1914 to
July 1920 is 133%.
The average decrease from July
1920 to March 21, 1921, is 29%. Pres
ent cost of materials averages 70%
higher than in 1914.
This applied to a five room cot
tage costing $8,042.00 in 1920 can now
be constructed for $5,710.00, which is
a reduction of 29%. Materials, pro
fits and overhead in this building
comprise 65% of the total cost, on
which there has been a reduction of
38%. Labor comprises 35% of the
total cost, on which there has been
a reduction of 11%. The latter is due
largely to increased efficiency.
(B) CURRENT CONSTRUCT
ION LABOR COST AS COMPAR
ED WITH THE ADJUSTMENTS
IN THE COST OF LIVING.
In 1914:
Sheet metal workers and electricans received 50 cents per hour; today
they are receiving $1.00 per hour—
an increase of 100%
Brick masons and plasterers re
ceived 75 cents per hour; today they
are- receiving $1.25 per hour;—an in
crease of 66 2-3%.
Painters and paper hangers receiv
ed 52cents and 57J4 cents per hour
respectively; today they are receiv
ing $1.00 per hour. An increase of
90y2 and 74% respectively.
Plumbers and steam fitters receiv
ed' 62J^ cents per. hour; today they
are receiving $1.25 per hour—increase
100%.
Cement finishers received 62)4 cts.
per hour and are now receiving $1.00
per hour—increase 60%.
Hod carriers received 30 cents per
hour, now receive 62^4 cents per hour

Common laborers received 15 cents
ne-r hour; now receive 25 cents per
Carpenters received 50 cents per
hour. From April 1920 to February
1, 1921, they received $1.00 per hour
—increase 100%. Today they are re
ceiving 80 cents per hour—increase
60%.
The average increase from 1914 to
March 1921 of all the trades listed
above is 80.5%.
(C) CURRENT LIVING COST
AS COMPARED WITH 1914.
Food has increased
53%
Cothing has increased
56.4%
Housing has increased
46.6%
Fuel and Lights has increased. .50%
Furniture and
Furnishings has increased... .21%
Miscellaneous has increased
50%
Taking the United States Govern
ment's family budget for a standard
family at Memphis it is found by
applying the above percentages that
the -cost of living has increased from
1914 to March twenty-first, f921,
50.2%.
From the high point of July 1920
to March 21, 1921, the cost of liv
ing has decreased 26.7%.
(D) PRACTICES AND CONDI
TIONS SURROUNDING THE FI
NANCING OF BUILDING CON
STRUCTION.
In July 1914 loans were made by
local investment banks at a rate of
5)4 to 6% per annum. In July 1920
the interest rate was universally
6% per annum and in March
1921, the interest rate on building
loans is universally 7% per annum.
There are some exceptions to the
latter in the case of choice proposi
tions. Investigation, therefore, shows
there has been an increase of 1%
on interest charges on loans.
Commissions on loans are the same
today as they were in July, 1914.
(E)
RELATIONS BETWEEN
BUILDING EMPLOYERS AND
EMPLOYEES AND THE ATTI
TUDE OF EMPLOYERS TO
WARDS PRODUCTION.
The relation between building em
ployers and employees is largely an
individual matter and differences, if

any, are adjusted by the contending
The efficiency of labor in build
ing trades both skilled and unskill
ed reached a low ebb during the sum
mer of 1920. It is believed there is
now an average of 75% efficiency.
.(F)
ATTITUDE OF CON
STRUCTION EMPLOYERS TO
WARD THE DEFLATION OF
THEIR OVERHEAD AND PRO
FIT.
It is found that this is a matter of
competition and is not fixed by agree
ment, but general and sub-contract
ors have expressed a willingness to
very materially cut their overhead
and profit in order to stimulate conThe majority of contractors are
willing to cooperate in every way
possible to revive the construction in
dustry.
Conclusions and Recommendations.
While reductions in price have been
made in most materials entering into,
building constructions, the following
articles have shown no' appreciable
decrease;
Glass, finish hardware, tools, var
nish, white lead, brushes, piaster,
lime, wall paper, sand and gravel.
While the price of cement has de
creased 22%, we believe that there
is room for a further reduction. Of
the articles specified, all but sand
and gravel are manufactured by na
tional organizations over which lo
cal dealers have no control. Proposed
reductions in those items should be
approached in a national way, and it
is therefore recommended that the
Memphis Chamber of Commerce re
quest the United States Chamber of
Commerce to investigate prices of
these commodities with a view of
seeking lower levels.
Local manufacturers and dealers,
in these and other building mater
ials should be impressed with the
vital necessity of establishing at
once the very lowest prices possible.
It is the sense of this' conference
that there should be provided a meth
od of adjusting-any differences which
may arise between
employer and
(Continued on page 19)
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VOTE FOR THE TERMINALS
.Whether or not Memphis will match the gov
ernment appropriation and build some real ri\er
terminals o J] be decided in the referendum el 'ocio.i April ?! It is our duty to pas=- this bond isue. Its success will put Memphis on the map as
having one of the finest river terminals on the Mis
sissippi River.. The terminals will make Memphis
a port well worthy of the expenditure of this mon
ey. It is something badly needed if the river trade
is to be kept up. If we pass our bond issue of
$500,000. the Federal Government will match it
giving us a million dollar terminal.
We will not have to pay for these bonds by
taxation. This terminal will pay for itself in a few
years. The government offer to match our half
million expires on June 30, so it is necessary for
us to act now to get the money. Vote "yes" on these
bonds.
History is no longer solely a record of wars but
more a matter of economic development.
The time has come when the Chamber of Com
merce is more important than the standing army.
Foreign trade requires peace. It calls for more
than that. It demands the coordinating force of
commercial organization.
Memphis has taken a prominent place on the
musical map during the past few years. The move
ment began with the Chamber of Commerce Music
Committee, and able support has been given by the
different musical societies of the city, as well as
by private individuals engaged in booking various
artists.
The Springfield Republican remarks that
while Memphis has experienced the unenviable at
tainment of ranking first in homicide statistics of
American cities, that "it is reassuring to note that
the tide appears definitely to have turned and Mem
phis now shows a greater reduction of illegal vio
lent deaths than any other city."
This illustrates that good news travels just as
surely as bad, and it speaks volumes for the pro
gressive spirit of this community.

J. B. MORROW RESIGNS
Throughout the life of the Mississippi Valley
Association, Mr. J. B. Morrow, who recently re
signed as Executive Secretary, has been a leading
factor in all phases of the Association work. The
many friends made by Mr. Morrow throughout the
territory of the Valley Association will regret that
ill. health has compelled him to cease active execu
tive work in behalf of the Association.
We wish for him a speedy return to health
and a resumption as early as possible of his old
time type of work in behalf of the great Valley
territory.
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Every man owes certain duties to society. The
duty to support his local Chamber of Commerce
has come to be recognized as no less important
than the duty to his local governmental 'authorities.

HOW WELL DO YOU MEASURE UP?
Can you tell every day the total amount of
outstanding accounts on your books and the total
amount owed all wholesale houses as well as each
individual house?
Do you know at the end of every day the total
amount of your purchases and the total amount of
your purchases since the first of the year? Also
your total purchases and total sales, and total sales
in each of your departments?
Do you keep a record of and classify all items
of expense?
Can you tell at any time, without a single cal
culation, how much each customer owes you?
Is the balance on every account extended ev
ery day, and are all customers' statements posted
daily?
Is every posting to your ledger proved daily?
Could you make out your income tax within
an hour, at any time?
In case of fire would you have the correct fig
ures to aid you in obtaining a satisfactory adjust
ment of the loss?
Do you know your gross profit each day, and
your net profit in each department at the end of
every month?
Do you have a perpetual inventory for your
whole store, or in each department?
Without such information as this every day in
the year, a dealer, no matter whether his business
be large or small, is traveling over a road that
sooner or later may lead to trouble. A word to the
wise should be sufficient.

BOY LIFE
The normal development of our boys, physi
cally, mentally and morally is a task enlisting the
sympathetic and earnest attention of business men's
organizations in all progressive cities. The fact
that the under-privileged boy needs not only all
that a normal boy should have but also all that a
normal boy has plus additional privileges to offset
his particular deficiences is being recognized.
In Memphis we have some strong agencies at
work in the interest of better provision for our
boys developing into healthy, clear-thinking useful
men. Rotary members, thru the Boys Work Com
mittee of that Club, are coming in personal contact
with hundreds of boys of all classes who need the
guiding counsel of a real man friend. The Boys
Department of the Y. M. C. A. through its build
ing activities and extension department reaches
about 40Q boys each month in its three fold task
for "Spirit, Mind, and Body." Our News Boys
Club which meets weekly at Calvary Church is a
strong factor in inculcating manly principles in the

boys who sell papers on the streets. The BOy Scout
movement in Memphis, through its year round
work in the various scout troops, and its summer
camp work, is doing good work along the well
known lines adopted by the Boy Scout movement.
Many other agencies might, be mentioned which
come in daily touch with boy life of Memphis. Our
Juvenile Court and the Shelby County Industrial
School are succeeding in supplying some of the
things needed by the under- privileged boys who
come to their attention. The special work being
done in our schools, and activities carried on thru
churches and social service organizations cover a
wide range and do not permit of detailed enumer
ation here.
With all of these activities in behalf of boys
leaders recognize that there is a possibility for uni
ted action in this particular field and co-ordinated
effort which will assure for Memphis boys all that
normal, growing, real-boy boys need and should
have.
Akron, Ohio, and Oklahoma City are two of the
communities which we know of where the Boy is
being given the earnest consideration which the
coming man deserves. In Akron the movement
has taken shape into a Boy Life Commission. As
a result of a year's study of the problem of the
boy, the Commission has unearthed a number of
new facts and has also drawn up a list of recom
mendations for the purpose of securing more
wholesome recreation and to reduce the amour
of juvenile delinquency. The leading men's or
ganizations of the city have been asked to extend
their work with boys; the establishment of a psy
chological and psychiatric clinic under the board
of education was recommended, for routine medi
cal examination and diagnosis of school children;
and the need was shown for more sufficient play
grounds and more adequate park space on the ba
sis of at least one acre of park for every 100 peo
ple.
In Oklahoma City, after an extensive survey
of boy life, recommendation was made that the
Rotary Club organize a Boy Life Commission and
that this commission should be perfected without
reference to politics, religion, sectionalism, color
line, or any partianship of any kind.. The work to
he done by this commission involves establishment
of two educational and recreational centers, one
for white and one for colored boys. These centers
are to be equipped with facilities for healthful out
door play, including swimming pools, and an in
door, stadium or auditorium having a stage, indoor
gymnasium, and class rooms in which can be held
conferences and examinations. The idea is that this
stadium should be a place in which not only to
examine and develop the boy's health but also a
place in which to teach real citizenship through
such group activities as public speaking classes.
With the good start that has been made in
Memphis through the strong agencies and city de
partments now at work, there is a possibility for
extensive development in the boy field which will
make the environment of our boys a real growing
field second to no community in the country.
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LITTLE VISITS TO MEMPHIS INDUSTRIES
INTERNATIONAL SUGAR FEED COMPANY OF NEW SOUTH MEMPHIS,
ONE OF MEMPHIS' MOST IMPORTANT INDUSTRIES
By JAMES B. GIBSON
A pioneer in the field of
cial feed manufacturing and one of
the largest sweet reed mills in the
world, the plant of the International
Sugar Feed Company in New South
Memphis, is one of the most inter
esting industries in the city today.
It is interesting for a number of rea
sons, chief among which is the fact
that it is the largest unit operating
in the largest sweet feed manufac
turing center in the world. Also, it
is the first commeicial feed mill to
be operated successfully in this sec
tion of the country.
The company was organized in 1907
and Mill No. 2 started operation in
1910. At that time the sweet feed in
dustry in the United States was in its
infapcy. Mill No. 1 of the company

was then operating at Minneapolis,
that plant being controlled by M. W.
Savage, owner of Dan Patch, the
champion pacer. Will A. Hall was
one of the principals in the organ
ization and has remained with the
concern ever since, being general
manager of the business at the pres
ent time. The enterprise was success
ful from the start, though the first
few years were rather hard from the
standpoint of financial return and
volume of business. But the business
grew and expanded until last year,
when
it averaged approximately
$600,000 per month. The territory in
which the products of the plant are
sold reaches from Boston to the Rio
Grande and even across the Mexican
frontier.
The International is capitalized at

$1,250,000. A nummber of Memphis
men are interested financially, so
that it is necessarily a "Home In
dustry."
Mill No. 2 is one of the most mod
ern plants of its kind in America.
The main building is of concrete and
steel construction throughout. It was
built with special arrangements for
the manufacture of sweet feeds for
which the company is noted. It is a
mill admitted by experts to be the
most economically designed feed
manufactory in the country.
All of the machinery is made of
steel. The mixing and graduating
machines are International .patents,
the superiority of which has been
proven by seventeen years practical
experience. From the standpoint of
production, this specially
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designed machinery cannot be equal
ed.
The machinery of the plant is lo
cated on the ground floor. Here
corn, oats, rye, wheat, barley, alfal
fa and other feed materials are
ground and mixed in exact propor
tions to conform to labatory require
ments for balanced rations. In the
basement is located the power plant
and the huge tanks in which molas
ses for sweetening the products is
heated. Louisiana "black-strap" mol
asses, formerly a waste in the manu
facture of cane sugar, is used exclu
sively in the manufacture of Inter
national feeds. The syrup is pumped
to the top floor where it is evenly
spread over the mixed grain con
tents. It is worked through the dry
ingredients, producing an even fla
vor and balancing perfectly the care
fully mixed grains.
Seventy storage bins, with a total
capacity of approximately 500 cars
of grain, are also located on the top
floor. Large concrete reservoirs for

the storage of the molasses supply
are in the basement of the main
building.
A striking feature of the chicken
feed manufacturing .unit is the as
pirator that removes the dust and
dirt from the grain as it passes in
to the crusher. Every particle of
foreign matter is removed before the
grain is broken, thus insuring a max
imum of cleanliness and purity. This
machine is one of the new features
of commercial feed manufacturing
machinery.
There are very few feed mills that
maintain a chemical laboratory and
research department in connection
with the plant. The International is
one of the few, and has one of the
largest and best equipped laborator
ies of Its kind in the United States.
It is located only a few yards from
the plant and is in charge of an expert
chemist. Products are analyzed and
tested constantly and the chemist
has minute control of every bag pro
duction. The research department

it

studies the possibilities of feed ma
terials, always on the alert for im
provements in the feed content of the
product.
But the company carries the point
of efficiency in feed manufacturing a
point further. Not satisfied with the
final verdict of expert chemists, it
maintains a feed lot test, where cat
tle, horses and hogs and poultry
thrive on the feeds produced in the
plant. This is a final check against
the laboratory deductions, proving the
worth of the products by actual feed
ing. And all of this in spite of the
fact university graduates, men train
ed in that particular line, are em
ployed in all departments.
These feed lot tests have developed
and improved the products during
the past ten years. This system puts
the theory into practice and the re
sults are entirely satisfactory. What
the most expert care of chemists may
not detect is eventually discovered
in the feed lots and the correction
made immediately.
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EUROPEAN RELIEF DRIVE

Holland Furnaces Make
Warm Friends
203

Memphis has a just cause for pecul
iar pride in the success of the National
Collection of the European Relief
Council in behalf of the three and a
half million starving children in East
ern and Central Europe.
First, because Memphis, with the co
operation of the officers and members
of the Chamber of Commerce and un
der the able leadership of
Bolton
Smith, Local Chairman; John R. Pep
per, Team Chairman, and Mrs. Sam
Phillips, Local Director, gave more
money in cash for this fund than any
other city in Tennessee.
Second, Memphis was called upon to
furnish the State Director for this
campaign, in the person of E. E.
George, a member of our Board of Di
rectors, and therefore, Memphis is
much gratified with the success of the
campaign.

South
Cooper j*

House Cleaning Time
Terms—For March

Memphis Branch

Holland Furnace Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Distinctive French
Hats
CASSIE MCNULTY

HELEN MAY FROCKS FOR GIRLS"

Everything for the Baby; Exclusive Garments for Boy's.
Distinctive raiment is not expensive, but it is satisfying.
43 S. MAIN ST. (Entrance thru the Bootery)
MEMPHIS

PHOTOGRAPHS
FOR COMMERCIAL USE
Any Where—Any Time—Any Size
"If We Don't Make Them Good Don't Pay For Them"

THE KALAK COMPANY
EUGENE R. AVERY
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Tennessee was assigned by the Na
tional Committee, a minimum quota of
1150,000 and a maximum of $250,000.
Tennessee gave several thousand dol
lars in cash more than her minimum
quota and when the records are all
counted, the maximum quota will en
tirely be reached.
The success of the campaign for this
most worthy and urgent cause in Mem
phis gave great impetus and encourage
ment to the campaign in every other
section of the State and Memphis far
outstripped her sister cities in Tennes
see in the contribution to this cause.
It is a credit also to Tennessee that
she has led all of the other States of
the South in her contribution to this
fund. One of the most significant
things about the campaign was the
ready and unusual response on the
part of the people in the rural coun
ties. In many instances the quotas
assigned these counties were over
subscribed in cash several thousand
dollars.
Another outstanding feature of the
campaign was the economic way it was
handled. No campaign of this magni
tude was ever put on in Tennessee
that did not cost more than twice as
much as was spent in this.
Director George returned to Memphis
to take up his duties as General Sec
retary of the Y. M. C. A., glad for
the opportunity to represent Memphis,
the Chamber of Commerce of Mem
phis, and the organization with which
he is connected, in this most worthy
enterprise.
He says, returning to
Memphis, he feels somewhat as St.
Paul did when he exclaimed: "I am a
citizen of no mean city."
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TO STIMULATE MEMPHIS
BUILDING
(Continued from page 13)
employee in connection with the new
wage contracts and the principle of
arbitration is hereby endorsed.
In conclusion, this investigationdiscloses that building costs are now
71% higher than in 1914 while the
cost of living is 50% higher than in
1914.
It is the opinion of this conference
that building costs can be reduced at
this time to perhaps 60% above 1914.
It is not certain, however, that this
ratio can be maintained, for our best
information indicates a likelihood of
increases over the present prices on
some materials.
Employers of building trades la
bor are requested to confer and ad
vise with their employees towards
a satisfactory reduction in wages in
keeping with this repo••'.
Building trades mechanics are re
quested to carefully weigh this report,
and if the scale of wages in foice in
1914 was fair, they should immediate
ly adjust wages in keeping with that
scale plus a reasonable amount for
increased living expenses over that
period.
Material manufacturers and deal
ers, contractors and employees are
urged to promptly announce through
the press all reductions in prices that
are made in compliance with the rec
ommendations in this report. If these
recommendations are carried out,
prospective builders can then be as
sured that the proper time has come
to proceed with building cc-structIt is further recommended that a
committee composed of one fe rn
each organization represented in this
conference be named as a permanent
advisory committee to assist in car
rying out the re ;ommendations in
this report.
Memphis Construction Conference,
made up of representatives of
Builders Exchange, Building
Trades Council, Chamber of
Commerce, Employers Associa
tion, Memphis Real Estate As
sociation, Architect League.
March 2«, 1931.
The foregoing report and recom
mendations were adopted by the con
ference, the representatives - of the
Building Trades Council withholding
their vote because of lack of author
ity to act.

JUSTICE FOR THE POOR
(Continued from page 9)
Criminal cases comprise but a small
number of those handled. It is stated
in the report that crime, whether com
mitted by man or woman, is not held
excusable or justifiable, but that
there are always circumstances to
consider; and that while always the
welfare and protection of society are
held paramount and the welfare and
future of the individual of secondary
importance, these circumstances can
not be overlooked. Among the civil
cases, domestic cases were involved
in about twenty instances. In two
serious cases a divorce was prevent
ed in one and the rebuilding of a
home in which there were four small
children was effected in the other
The stated objects of the Society
are to furnish legal advice and as
sistance, gratuitously if necessary to
worthy applicants not able to em
ploy competent counsel; to provide
legal advice and assistance to all oth
er social service agencies who may
request same; to assist in the prepar
ation and enactment'of sane and con
structive legislation involving the so
cial and economic welfare of society,
that justice may be furthered and
American institutions and
ideals
strengthened and perpetuated; to co
operate with all other legal aid so
cieties, bar associations, attorneys,
federal, state and municipal officials
and social service agencies that the
before mentioned ideals of the Soci
ety may be realized.
Mr. R. S. Keebler is President of
the Society and the board of direct
ors is exceptionally strong. The Le
gal Aid Society is a member of the
Memphis Council of Social Agencies
and has the endorsement and cooper
ation of a number of civic groups.

The Edison
Storage Battery
FOR COUNTRY LIGHT
PLANTS OF 30 and 110 VOLTS
SYSTEM
The only Storage Battery that
will stand a complete discharge
without injury to the Battery.

No Lead
No Acid
Steel Jars
When you need a new Battery
for ytour light plant, demand the
"Edison." Remember the Edison
is "MADE TO FIT" any country
light plant system.
When in need of advice call
on our Engineering Dept., it is
free to you.

Quality Electric Co.
Phone M. 2510

370 Linden Ave.

»•«

Announcement
The latest Models, Fashions
and Fabrics for the Coming
Spring and Summer Season
have arrived and await your
inspection.
The superior style, workman
ship and finish of my garments
are well known. Nevertheless,
there is one thing I wish to
emphasize above all: the main
principle upon which my busi
ness has been built, the satisfac
tion of my patrons. I mean to
hold your trade, not merely to
get it, and know I can achieve
this end only by pleasing you.
Your early call will be fully
appreciated.

Sam Gewant
Now Located 968 Madiston Ave.

WE REPAIR THEM RIGHT
Let Us Repair
Yours
Practical
Shoemaker
Phone Main
2717

High Class Ladies' Tailor
and Importer.
Phone Hem. 6921-w

s^................
FIRST AID IN TAX
TROUBLES

Southern Audit &
Tax Service
Box 1411

J. APPLEBAUM
61 Madison Ave.

Memphis, Tenn.

We Invite Correspondence
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The Sign of Quality and Service—

—

We Specialize in Publication Printing
and Manufacture Matrices and Stereotypes for Advertisers

Stereotypes are proven they print as well
as higher priced plates. Let us prove it.
We accept copy and deliver to newspapers.

Western Newspaper Union
261 Court Ave.

Main 993

Memphis, Term.

LLOYDS APPRAISAL CO.
Recognized Authorities

Chicago

on Physical Values

LOCAL OFFICE

Cleveland
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Des Moines

Detroit

American Bank Bldg.

Pittsburgh

Phone Main 3316

St. Louis

Public Storage Warehouse
in railroad and jobbing center
With 62,0.00 square feet of floor space, dry and
airy, we can handle 20 cars of freight daily.
Seven cars can track at our doors; besides we
are in the heart of the railroad and jobbing dis
tricts, and have well trained crews and equipment
to unload car lots and reconsign in Memphis ter
ritory in local freight shipments.
We can handle any kind of merchandise which
does not require refrigeration; one section is set
aside for unloading and storing automobiles.
Brokers and Dealers requiring storage may ar
range with us for office space.
Write, Phone or Call at Office for Rates

Merchants Storage
8C Warehouse Company
T. H. BERRY, Manager
625-645 S. Front St.

Phone Main 1520

BRIEF REVIEW OF THE
MONTH
(Continued from page 7)
Conventions for Memphis.
Memphis has been announced as
the choice of the National Associa
tion of Builders Exchanges for their
1922 meeting. Among the other large
conventions which the Convention
Division of the Chamber of Com
merce has helped secure are the Bish
op's Council of the A. M. E. Church,
which will meet here in 1922, and
Southeastern Typothetae Federation
for 1922.
The Convention Division is nego
tiating with a number of organiza
tions relative to securing annual meet
ings yet to be held this year, and to
be held next year. Among those
which will probably come to Mem
phis are the State Master Plumbers
Association, National Association of
Ice Cream Manufacturers, District
Conference of the Independent Order
B'riai B'rith, Tri- State Psychology
Association, Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools of the South
ern States, Southern Agricultural
Workers, and National Association of
Engineers.
Prison Reform.
F. Emory Lyon, superintendent of
the Central Howard Association of
Chicago, and a nation-wide figure in
the field of prison reform, addressed
the City Club March 19th, and also
conducted a round table conference
with social workers of the city on
the same day at the Chamber of Com
merce. Mr. Lyon was well received
in Memphis and his visit was especial
ly interesting and helpful to the large
group here who are interested in a
program which will work for the
prevention of crime and the reform
ation of the criminal.
The Howard Association in Chica
go concerns itself largely with aid
ing ex-prisoners to return to an hon
orable and normal life, and to remove
from them the influences which caus
ed their down fall. The Memphis
Howard Association under the lead
ership of Mr. El'lman, which existed
here until a few years ago, was affil
iated with the Central Howard As
sociation.
Thomas R. Marshall.
Memphis was honored March 19th
by the visit of Thomas R. Marshall,
for eight years vice-president of the
United States. All who were fortunate
enough to hear him speak at the
Goodwyn Institute were delighted
with his strong address on "National
Tendencies."

Writing a Book.
The Publicity Division of the
Chamber of Commerce is securing
data for a new edition of "Memphis
Greets You" the popular general
booklet on Memphis. The demands
for this publication at conventions,
in schools, and by tourists, visitors,
new residents, and others, has comple
tely exhausted the supply. It is the
purpose of the Division officers to
make the booklet truly representatevi of Memphis and serve an even
wider use than the former edition ha3
done. All phases of the city's life
and work will be covered in a brief
readable style, strict accuracy in
statement being the watchword.
Advertising in line with the charao
ter of the booklet is being accepted
and is being arranged in educational
and informational form.

Chamber of Commerce
Vice President Visits
Vice President J. M. Walker has
just returned from a trip to New
Orleans during which he had con
ferences with officers of the New
Orleans Association of Commerce.
Mr. Walker reports that he found
the New Orleans organization ready
and anxious to cooperate with the
Memphis Chamber of Commerce in
the many .projects which are for the
benefit of both cities, particularly the
further development of river traffic.
A Dyersburg C. of C.
Mr. John C. Rogers, editor of the
State Gazette at Dyersburg, Tenn., is
active in the interest of organizing
a live Chamber of Commerce in that
city. In conference with J. M. Walk
er, Vice President of the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce, he was prom
ised any assistance and cooperation
in the power of this organization.

"Don't stop—
"When someone stops advertising,
someone stops buying.
"When someone stops
someone stops selling.

buying,

"When someone stops
someone stops making.

selling,

"When

someone stops
stops earning,

When someone stops
someone stops buying,
going."

making,
earning,-

RAISE POULTRY ON THE
FARM
Production of Poultry Deserves
More Consideration
By Joseph Mette, Poultryman,
Farm Bureau
The chicken is one product which
cannot be overlooked by the farmer
and the chicken is the only product
that the farmer can get cash for
when he brings them to market. Poul
try production in the South has been
conducted as a side-line to other
farming operations. Our natural ad
vantages of mild winter and long
ranging seasons, when much food can
be foraged, and cheaper housing requiremtnts make poultry raising more
profitable in the South.
Poultry can be raised every month
in the year but the Southern farmers
never have taken advantage of se
curing a cash income every day in
the year by having eggs and broilers
to bring to market and take home the
cash. Poultry raising on the farm re
quires attention just the same as you
give to cotton, corn, or any other
product. The farm flock should con
sist of pure bred polutry. Pure bred
poultry produces uniform products,
and pure bred poultry always brings
top prices. A uniform flock of pure
bred poultry will mature more evenly
and will convert food into eggs and
meat quicker and will produce their
products in greater quantity and at
less cost than will the mongrel or
mixed flock. No flock, whether pure
bred or mongrel, can produce re
sults unless it is suitably housed and
correctly fed.
During this period of money strin
gency, it is difficult for most farm
ers to avail themselves of many op
portunities which confront them. Not
so with the farm poultry flock. Prac
tically every farm already has a flock
of poultry and every farmer who has
no poultry should secure a flock
raise more feed for the poultry and
live stock and he will find many ways
in which he can better the condi
tions and enable them to produce
better returns.
The farmers throughout the South
must be educated to the value of
polwtry and to the revenue that will
be derived from the poultry if pro
perly cared for. Every Southern farm
er ought to have a flock of turkeys,
geese and. ducks. They are marketed
at Thanksgiving and Christmas just
at a time when holiday money is
needed by the housewives

DO YOU VALUE THE
HEALTH OF YOUR
EMPLOYEES ?
The Consistent Use Of—

MALDEZ0NE
The Dependable, Deodorant,
Disinfectant will add to the ef
ficiency and protect the health
of yourself as well as your as
sistants.
Call us and we will make i
sanitary survey of your place,
showing you how to do this ef
ficiently and economically.
—No Charge For Survey—
Maldezone does not cover an
odor with stronger odor, but
eliminates them. Kills infectious*
germs, gives you 100% security.
Endorsed and used by all
Memphis Hospitals, Hotels
and Other Institutions.
Made in Memphis By

Maldezone Chemical
Mfg. Co.
FRONT & MARKET STS.
PHONE MAIN 4726

Jokmsey
SAMS:
Let our object be <
ry. our whole cour .
o'.hing but our country.
' the" blessing of God, mav
mat country itself become a
vast and splendid monument,
not of oppression and*terror
but of wisdom, of peace, and
of liberty, upon which the
world may gaze with admira—Daniel Webster.
ONE WAY TO HELP
' One way to help your coun
try is to help that part of it
in which you live—Memphis.
Get your friends to join the
Chamber of Commerce to
day and help in the wonder
ful work they are doing.
Don't wait longer.
Also join the happy KIM
BALL family by purchasing
a genuine Kimball piano,
player or phonograph. Kim
ball's, 162 Madison Avenue,
opposite Goodwyn Institute,
also offer records and music
rolls.
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WHY IS THE MEMBERSHIP
DIVISION ?
(Continued from page 11)
It was Abraham Lincoln who said:
I do the very best I know how—
the best I can and I mean to keep
doing so until the end. If the
end brings me out all right; what
is said against me won't amount
to anything; if the end brings
me out wrong, ten angels swear
ing I was right would make no
difference."
Do the very best you know how—
but DO IT. Then whether you are
successful or not will not count over
much.' Make the effort. Examine your
self. Ask yourself—what am I doing
to make Memphis a better place to
live in? What do I owe Memphis?
And remember:
Memphis didn't just happen to be.
Memphis was always a fine city like
it is today. Memphis is the results
of the brains and untiring efforts of
its unselfish citizenry. Don't let an
other man carry your burden. Do
YOUR part YOURSELVES. Just
do the best you can.
There is an old Turkish Proverb
which says;
"Do not resist the promptings
of spirit, but act upon it. Do not
hesitate, do not argue against it
or you will incur the current of
reasoning not based upon truth,
for Spirit is the Truth."
Let us hope the promptings of
your spirit will be to render service
to the Chamber of Commerce—to
bear it in mind always—to help it
grow, both through increased mem
bership and from the service we can
render it.
"Let our object, be our country, our
whole country, and nothing but our
country. And by the blessing of God,
may that tountry itself become a
vast and splendid monument, not of
oppression and terror, but of wisdom,
of peace, and of liberty, upon which
the world may gaze with, admira
tion forever."—Daniel Webster.
It is remarkable how we can take
quotations from great men of the past
and fit them right into present day
life. It just goes to show though that
great men of all ages are fundamen
tally the same. They all believe in
God, and His teachings; they all love
their Country fervently and they are
always the men who have learned
the value of SERVICE.
One of the most effective ways to
do what Daniel We'bster says above,

is to help that part of the country
in which you live—Memphis.
The Chamber of Commerce repre
sents Memphis—is Memphis, in fact
—the VOICE of Memphis on all
matters of civic • importance. Let us
all work to make it greater and
through it—MEMPHIS, OUR home
city, the QUEEN CITY of the South
—which we all love and admire.
I have a confession to make. For
many years I lived here in Memphis
and never for an instant thought that
anything was required of me except
to earn my own living, live my own
life and attend to my own business.
I didn't think of anything else, be
cause I DIDN'T THINK.
From January 1917 to June 1st,
1920 my business as an "Efficiency
Expert" required me to travel nearly
200,000 miles, during which period I
visited practically every city of this
size in America. It was a revelation
to me. I was amazed to find out that
none of the cities I visited compared
to MEMPHIS. Remember, my work
required me to be a close, observer.
It was my duty not only to size up
the Cities I visited, but to size up
the surrounding country from which
it received its support, etc. Speaking
from the standpoint of all those
things that make YOUR City worth
living in, namely Streets, Drives,
Parks, Schools, Street Lighting, Wa
ter Supply, Fire Protection, Street
Cars, Telephone Service, and other
public utilities, MEMPHIS stands
far ahead of other Cities.
In conclusion, I hope I have said
something that will help you fellows
to understand "Why is the Member
ship Division." I have probably told
you many things you already knew
but that does not discourage me, for
Thos. A. Edison once said of Elbert
Hubbard:
"I enjoy him because he always
tells me the things I knew but didn't
know I knew until he told me."
In addition to telling you the things
you already knew I hope I have told
you something that will help you to
get out and bring some good Mefflphians into the fold that have been
outside looking in.
And friends, remember that a sense
of duty pursues us ever. It is omni
present, like the Deity. If we take to
ourselves the wings of the morning
and dwell in the uttermost parts of
the sea, duty performmed or duty
violated is still with us for our hap
piness or our misery. If we say the
darkness shall cover us, in the dark-

in the light our obligations
yet with us.

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES
WIRING and REPAIRING
0-42 S. Second Street
Phone Main 1455
Memphis, Tenn.

*

£ It's convenient to stop on your £
way into or returning from the
* city at
•

! Duggins' Pharmacy |
|

711 UNION AVENUE

|

*> H. E. Duggins, proprietor is a £
* registered pharmacist, gradu- £
$ ate of University of Mississippi.
*

Prescriptions accurately
compounded.

L
•

? Agency for Nyal Preparations. £
|

PHONE MAIN 873

Campaign On To Prevent
Express Shipments From Going
"On Hand."
A campaign has been started in
the express business, to keep down
the number of shipments which find
their way to "On Hand" departments,
because the addresses are inaccurate,
or incomplete, or because of can
cellation of orders or some other dis
agreement between shipper and con
signee. An energetic effort is being
made to clear up the undeliverable
matter found in the "On Hand"
rooms of the express company and
at the Right Way meetings 6f the
express employes, throughout the
country, the subject is receiving spec
ial attention.

GRAY BROS.

?

TO PROTECT SHIPMENTS

J

WHITE STAR BICYCLE CO.

E. E. Wattam, Prop. Phone M. 1359
Agents for Pearce-Arrow, Racycle,
Yale and Columbia Bicycles

BICYCLES, TIRES & SUPPLIES
Lawn Mowers Sharpened
58 S. Second St.
Memphis, Tenn.
We Call For and Deliver.

It is the opinion of operating heads
in the express business that the
growth of "On Hand" freight is a
handicap to improvement in the ex
press service. Practically every in
dustry is interested in prompt -de
livery of goods and the carrier is
seeking the cooperation of the ship
ping public to remove the heavy bur
den which the storing and care of
"On Hand" freight involve. It is
found- that a large number of claims
and annoying controversies are di
rectly chargeable to the abuse of the
"On Hand" privilege.
While it is a decided advantage to
the transient shipper to have the ex
press carrier hold his goods for him
until he arrives, and to do. this with
out added expense, it was not intend
ed that regular express patrons would
ask or expect the carrier to store their
goods while some argument between
shipper and consignee was being set
tled. The express company does not
generally charge for storing ship
ments, but some such step may be
taken unless the situation improves.
In seeking the cooperation of the
shippers, the transportation company
lays emphasis upon the importance
of every shipper having the consig
nees full name and address, street
and number, plainly stencilled or oth
erwise marked, on. each piece he
sends by express. It is equally im
portant, the carrier points out, that
each shipper shows his name and ad
dress clearly on each piece of a shipThat consignees should accept de
livery of shipments tendered and not

leave them on the carrier's hands is
the contention of the express com
pany in this campaign. This should
be done even if shipments are of
fered in bad order for then the con
signee can dispose of them to the
best advantage and thereby reduce
the loss to the lowest possible fig
ure. Shippers and consignees are
urged to give special attention to
postal notices sent out by the car
riers to both of them, when a ship
ment cannot be delivered by an ex
press driver, for .any reason.
When a shipper is informed by
the express company, through the
usual postal notices that the con
signee to whom he sent his goods
has refused to accept them, it will
facilitate matters if he will give
prompt and definite instructions for
the disposal of the shipment in ques-

GETTING AT THE STORE
LOSSES.
A Story Showing the Value of a
Perpetual Inventory
Except at inventory time, and often
not even then, a great many dealers
never have figures fiom which they
can accurately determine their rate of
turnover, their average investment in
stock, their profits by lines and much
other information that is so necess
ary in operating a retail business.
Yet every dealer, if he expects to
succeed/should have this knowledge,
' not once a year only, but once a
day, or at the most no more infre
quently than once a week.
Of course it is out of the question
to take an actual inventory every day
just to see which lines are moving
and which are not. But it is possible
to obtain an approximate inventory
which will keep pace with changes
in stock, sales and purchases, all thru
. the year, so that an idea may be had
every day just how his business
stands.
Starting with the actual inventory
figures, the perpetual inventory may
be kept up easily by adding the
amount of purchases as they come
in, and subtracting the sales as they
are made from day to day. The per
petual inventory of course shows sim-'
ply the goods that ought to be in
stock, while the actual inventory
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shows the goods that really are there.
For this reason the perpetual inven
tory is not a substitute for the actual
counting of the goods at stated in
tervals. What the perpetual inventory
really does is to give a sufficiently
accurate record of the movement of
merchandise, the stock investment,
etc., between the periods of actual
inventory. If there appears any great
difference between the amount of
merchandise in stock as shown by
the actual count and the balance
shown by the approximate inventory,
a leak of some sort is quite evident
—a loss of merchandise from stock
which should be given prompt con
sideration. Such a method as this, it
will be seen, acts as a sort of watch
dog, sounding an alarm when the
merchandise is getting away from
stock without leaving a record be
hind.
But this is not all the perpetual
inventory does that the successful
dealer finds worth while. The fig
ures also show him which lines are
moving best and which are dragging
or are doing nothing at all. Slowmoving lines
the kind that stick
on the shelves until interest, depre
ciation and over-head have eaten up
all the profit on them—are shown
up promptly and the dealer has an
early opportunity to avoid them in
making his purchases. In this way
he makes his dollars produce fre
quent profits and at the same time
furnish ready capital for any emer
gency that may arise.
Then there's another phase that
makes figure records essential in op
erating a retail business. Suppose a
dealer should have a fire and all his
stock is wiped out in an hour's time.
If he has no records which show the
amount of stock he had on hand, how
can he be sure that he is getting all
that is coming to him in the final
settlement with the insurance adjust
er? He certainly can not, as many adealer has found to his sorrow. Nor
would the adjusters have anything on
which even to base a fair estimate.
Consequently, guess-work would have
to figure largely in the settlement,
with the possibility of disputes and
the final lawsuit, a source of loss
almost as bad as a fire. Is it any won
der then, that the successful dealer
looks well to his perpetual inven
tory and permits his figures to guide
him day by day in about everything
he does?
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FOR NEGRO EDUCATION
(Continued from page 6)
sisting of leaders of the colored race
in this section, representing all de
nominations and groups, has been or
ganized and a specialist employed to
direct matters pertaining to the pro
posed campaign and the removal and
establishment of the institution in
Interested leaders of the white peo
ple have been invited to participate
and assist in all matters, both in rais
ing funds and in the general super
vision of the work of making the
University answer all local needs,
and best serve the surrounding ter
ritory. The receiving and handling
of all monies will be made subject
to the approval of a committee from
the Chamber of Commerce. Troph
ies will be awarded by the News
Scimitar, the Commercial Appeal, the
Memphis Press, the Chamber of Com
merce, the Board of Education, the
Negro Business League and others,,
to the group, individual, church or
profession raising the largest amount
of money for the University during
the Drive.

as much to some dealers as an ac
tual silver dollar. Theoretically, at
least, merchandise should be checked
just as closely as cash or any other
form of capital.
However, a dealer doesn't want to
go to the trouble of checking any
thing unless he expects to save mon
ey thereby. That's just why it will
pay him to check his charge sales.
It's easy for him to sort his dimes
and quarters and other cash so as to
count it, but checking addition on
sales slips seems like too much men
tal strain to most merchants.
It's practically impossible for any
one to do any considerable amount
of figuring without error. The most
accomplished accountants make mis
takes. The best way for a dealer to
make sure whether or not he and his
employees have made mistakes is for

him to check up the addition on his
sales slips.

EXCESS PROFIT TAX
(Continued from page 3)

More dealers are doing this ev
ery day. It was only necessary for
them to check through their credit
registers a few times to convince
them that it was absolutely neces
sary. They find mistakes, both in
their favor and against them, all the
way from a few cents to many dol
lars. One dealer in Iowa found he
had cheated himself out of more than
$100 in two months through faulty
addition.

8. Each individual stockholder of
a corporation should pay his own
normal tax—for, 693; against, 975.
Not carried.

Try checking through your charge
slips every day, and see if it isn't
well worth your wh'le. Check "bal
ance brought forward" and every
item and the chances are dollars to
rubber nickels that sooner or later
you will find enough mistakes to pay
for the trouble.

"Merchants and Farmers who are interested in wagons will profit by
communicating with us, getting our prices, terms, and literature
on Stoughton Solid Steel Axle Wagons, Owensboro Wood

Axle Wagons and Martin Ditchers."

Scheihler & Company
MEMPHIS, TENN.

i N. FRONT ST.
CHECKING UP THE SALES
SLIP LEAK

Merchandise is another form of
cash that is neglected by most deal
ers. Somehow a dollar's worth of
merchandise doesn't seem to mean

11. Profits arising from sales of
capital assets should be allocated
over the period in which earned and
taxed at the rates for the several
years in the period—for, 1,411;
against, 243. Carried.
12. An exchange of property of a
like or similar nature should be con
sidered merely as a replacement—•
fors 1,547; against, 142. Carried.
13. Net losses and inventory loss
es in any taxable year should cause
redetermination of taxes on income
of the preceding year—for, 1,350;
against, 323 Carried.

15. Administration of income tax
ation should be decentralized—for,
1,321; against, 390. Carried.

The average dealer is content with
counting his cash at the close of the
day, and checking it with the amount
shown by his cash register. If he
has separate drawers for the differ
ent clerks, of course he checks up
what each man has done, and makes
sure the cash is straight.

This is an odd situation. Why
should a dealer check up his cash and
nothing more? Do not charge sales
represent cash just as much as sil
ver dollars? A charge sale slip is cer
tainly just as important as actual
money.

9. Income from any new issues of
securities which may lawfully be
made subject to federal tax should
be taxable—for, 1,386; against, 275.
Carried.
10. American citizens resident
abroad should be exempt from the
American tax upon incomes derived
abroad and not remitted to the Uni
ted States—for, 1,252; against, 456.
Carried.

14. Ascertainment by the govern
ment of any tax based on income
should precede payment—for, 1,215;
against, 479." Carried.

Do you check up your charge sales
every day the same as you check up
your cash? If you don't, there's some
thing interesting in store for you.

This is as far as the average retailer
goes. Some ring up charge sales in
their registers, and of course this tells
them their total sales for the day,
both cash and charge.

Manufacturers of COTTON AND BURLAP BAGS

Hat Renovating Exclusively
NOTHING ELSE
Practical, Reliable, Factory Experienced Hatter
on Soft, Stiff, Silk, Velour, and Straw Hats.
First Class Work at Reasonable Prices
Silk Hats—Cleaned—Repaired and Ironed for Special Occasions
—Also Opera Hats.
41 So. Second St.
Main 7830

FRANK J. ADGOCK
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Monroe and Second
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Main 7830

The vote makes it clear that busi
ness men are united in their view
that the excess-profits tax hampers
business operations and retards pro
gress of readjustment. Among the
objections to the tax as pointed out
by the Committee are that it pro
duces inequities; that it is difficult
of administration; that price reduc
tions will decrease revenues from this
. source, and that the tax encourages
extravagance.
A striking reaction was shown in
the vote against increasing income
taxes. It was obvious to the voters
that such increases would fall on the
middle class of incomes, since little
more can be derived from smaller
incomes and because taxes already
are so high on the larger incomes
that those receiving large incomes
are investing in tax free securities
and thus defeating the purpose of the

NATIONAL
Receivers-

II A Y

CO.

HAY - Distributors

ALFALFA - TIMOTHY - PRAIRIE
MEMPHIS, TENN.

-

KANSAS CITY, MO.

*************************** *••**** >t«* •*'I' ****************4

Miss Juliet Allein

Mrs. Walter D. Buckner *

ALLEIN 6? BUCKNER

!

LIFE, FIRE, AUTO, BURGLARY INSURANCE

X

Main 1842 %

| 93 Porter Bldg.

***********•**!••**•••*•*••*•**
Phone 3661 Main

47-49 Byrd Bldg.

SCHULTEN

DEWAR

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
Artistic Diamond and Platinum Work
Memphis, Tenn.

PURITY SEED COMPANY
FIELD and GARDEN SEEDS and PLANTS
Start Your Home Garden Right—Plant Purity Seeds
"The Beginning of a Good Crop"
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

The Mossman Lumber Co.lncMANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS
BAND SAWN HARDWOOD LUMBER and DIMENSION STOCK
MEMPHIS, TENN.

J. O. GOSHORN CO.
Manufacturers of

Plow Handles and Wagon Wood Stock
Code:
Western Union

WHOLESALE ONLY
Memphis, Tenn.

Cable Address
"Dughorn"

Phone Hemlock 4702-J.

F. E. HANSON

T I N N E R
ROOFS REPAIRED AND PATNTED
All Kinds Of Tin, Sheet Iron And Copper Work. — Prompt Service
184 VANCE AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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MISSISSIPPI WARIOR SERVICE

HOWtW^ffHIS
Steinway Pianos

Victrola Specialists

WONDERFUL DUO-ART PIANOLA PLAYER PIANOS
Sheet Music
Band Instruments
Organs

W. J. COOLEY & CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MANUFACTURERS OF

SEALS, STENCILS AND STAMPS
We Make RUBBER STAMPS Every Day
PHONE MAIN 3869

MEMPHIS, TENN.

80 SOUTH

FRONT ST.

Don't Throw Away
Your Old Furniture
The Novelty Shop

Phone M. 7628
236 VANCE
Reference ALL of our Customers

Thompson
Bros.
Funeral Directors

Thirsty ?
Just Whistle
Whistle Bottling
Company

Corner Fourth and Adams
Ambulance Service
Embalmers
Agents for Cement Caskets

(Continued from page 3)
making of railroad rates, where no ef
fective water competition existed. It
gave the Commission the right to pro
hibit reductions in railroad rates made
for destructive purposes. It gave the
Interstate Commerce Commission power
"to establish through routes and maxi
mum, joint rates between and over such
rail and water lines, and to determine
all the terms and conditions under
which such lines shall be operated in
the handling of the traffic embraced,"
thus permitting the Commission to fix
reasonable divisions, to approve rules
as to terminal charges, per diem, car
service, the division of labor and lia
bility and generally to promote such
joint relations between railroads and
inland water carriers as will make
them jointly the sort of useful insti
tutions the public has long desired.
Congress gave the Commission full
power to require railroads to couple
up with and properly serve docks de
signed for the interchange of through
freight between railroads and inland
water carriers.
More important than all other provi
sions, Congress for the first time de
clared its policy toward inland water
transportation, laying down for the In
terstate Commerce Commission the fol
lowing rule to guide its administra
tion of the law:
"It is hereby declared to be the pol
icy of Congress to promote, encourage
and develop water transportation, serv
ice and facilities in connection with
-the commerce of the United States, and
to foster and preserve in full vigor
both rail and water transportation."
Congress also gave to the Secretary
of War authority to build terminals
where necessary for the interchange
of freight between rail and water car
riers. This authority has just been
broadened by the adoption of the
Spencer Amendment, so that the clause
"The Secretary of War is hereby au
thorized, out of any moneys hereafter
made available therefor, to construct
or contract for the construction of
terminal facilities for the interchange
of traffic between the transportation
facilities operated by him under this
section and other carriers, whether by
rail or water, and to make loans for
such purposes under such terms and
conditions as he may determine to any
State, Municipality or Transportation
Company, or to expend such moneys
for necessary improvements and facili
ties upon property leased from States,

MEMPHIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE JOURNAL
Cities, or Transportation Companies
under terms approved by the Interstate
Commerce Commission."
For purposes of such construction
Congress, in 1920, appropriated approxi
mately $2,000,000.00, and by the recent
Sundry Civil Act of 1921 has added
$1,225,000.00 more.
We have trespassed upon your time
somewhat to thus review what has hap
pened in the last few years to rail
roads and to barge lines on inland
waterways, and to outline briefly- the
relations of the one with the other
and of both toward the public under
existing law, because it is easy to pic
ture the railroads returned to cor
porate ownership as the same destruc
tive force and the Federal Barge Lines
the same easy prey as were the old
steamboat lines.
Human nature is much the same as it
was before the war, no doubt, but our
daily life is more and more lived un
der a body of revised statutes which
it is far too inconvenient to persistent
ly ignore. We have shown that as
concerns the relations between rail and
water common carriers there have been
very marked statutory changes, and it
is fair to presume that neither unfair
aggression on the part of the railroads
or supine surrender by the water lines
will in the new situation be tolerated
either by the public, the Commission
or Congress. So long as the public is
alert and wants water transportation
continued it has no reason to fear any
withdrawal of the present efforts. The
only possible menace to the present
operations which may arise will be
through the timidity of the communi
ties which should support the effort.
The fleet of forty barges and six
towboats on the Mississippi River is
designed to give two sailings per week
in each direction and to carry approxi
mately 1,500,000 tons of freight per
annum. This means that the terminals
and interchange points on the line
must be capable of handling 10,000
tons of freight each of the 300 work
ing days, for each ton requires to be
handled twice.
The Federal Barge Line, as the ship
ping public has thus far seen it, is not
the thing which is being built up for
permanent public service. The pres
ent and past operations have been car
ried on with an assortment of old tools
hurriedly gotten together to service
a war emergency.
The project is one which has been
forced to operate during its period of
construction. Every business man to
whom I speak knows the discourage
ments of such a situation and he also
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In response to the inquiry of many telephone
* subscribers: "What can I do to help my service?" this advertisement is published.

(-

"My Bell Rang"
"Excuse it, Please"
About 2,100 times
every day telephone sub
scribers in Memphis start
a call and abandon it before it is com
pleted. They hang up the receiver before
getting an answer.
- In some cases the person called is slow in
answering. In many cases the person call
ing decides the call is not desired.
The result is that annoying report, "My
bell rang," and needless answering and
waiting at the telephone.
Almost every one who is disturbed in this
way naturally blames the operator for the
inconvenience.
We instruct the operators to say "Excuse
it, please," to avoid an argument.
Care in this matter will greatly reduce
the number of unnecessary calls and assist
the operators in their efforts to improve the

CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporated

Prompt, High-Class Service—25 Years Experience—Best Reference

W. II. Waterhouse
JOB CARPENTER, PAINTER and PAPER HANGER
HARDWOOD FLOORS REFINISHED
653 MARSHALL AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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"CUE-WOOD"
Hardwood Creosote Wood Preserving Oil
The most effective preservative for structural timbers or
shingles on the market — preventing decay and the attack of
all insect and fungus growth.
If you are building a house, a garage or other structures
of wood, "Cre-Wood" will beautify same and more than dou
ble its life.
It gives a pleasing weathered effect to shingles and rough
siding as well as assured protection.

FOREST PRODUCTS CHEMICAL COMPANY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Phone Hem. 227

We are headquarters for the Genuine
EASTMAN AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS
<If it isn't an Eastman it isn't a Kodak.
FILMS Developed — Printed and Enlarged
Films — Kodak Albums and Supplies

THE MEMPHIS PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
60 S. Main St.

Phone Main. 4385

Memphis, Tenn.

638

PHONE-Then look for a Yellow Car
t 24 N. Second St.

W. B. HILL & CO.

TeiePh°ne m- 33851

Complete Stock: Desks, Chairs and Filing Systems
Loose-Leaf Goods and Filing Supplies

"ALL STEEL" DESKS, SAFES, FILING CABINETS
carried in stock for immediate delivery.

CONVERT YOUR HOOSE INTO A HOME OF COMFORT

Whether you wish to occupy it, rent it, or sell it, the value is increased
and the investment will pay a larger dividend, if you install a modern

STEAM OR HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEM
A basement is a convenience, but not an absolute necessity.
Plants put in old buildings as well as new.

H. SMITH HEATING Memphis,
CO,Tenn.

220 E. Court Ave.

knows that descrepancies between re
ceipts and disbursements of an enter
prise operating under such conditions
may not properly be classed as defiAll of the new barges have been re
ceived and most of them are idle be
cause only one of the six towboats
has yet been gotten in commission. All
the motive power is over a year late

SOUTHERN SECRETARIES
TO JACKSONVILLE
Instruction and Entertainment To
Mark May Convention of the
Southern Commercial Secretaries
Association.
The stage is all set for the annual
meeting of the Southern Commercial
Secretaries Association to be held at
Jacksonville, May 11th to 14th. In ad
dition to one of the best educational
programs in the history of the Assiciation, delegates will enjoy an en
tertainment program arranged by a
committee in the famous Florida city
designed to meet the requirements of
the most pleasure-loving delegate
present. Boat rides, surf bathing and
automobile trips will be only a part
of the big doings.
The educational program, design
ed to be of special value to officers
of commercial organization bodies, is
also of general interest to all inter
ested in the development of the
South. Among the subjects to be
discussed are "Community Advertis
ing," "Relation of Chambers of
Commerce to Agricultural Develop
ment," "Conventions—How to Han
dle," "State-Wide and South-Wide
Development," "Budgets—How Pre
pared and Operated," and other sub
jects fundamental in commercial or
ganization work.
Speakers include some of the best
known leaders in Chamber of Com
merce work throughout the South.
The four-day convention will be a
veritable school for secretaries and
active workers in commercial organ
izations. Indications are that all sec
tions of the South will be well rep
resented.

HAVE YOUR PLUMBING DONE RIGHT
TENNNESSEE PLUMBING CO.
161 S.SECOND ST.
Main 2770
G.LIMBERG
H.A.WENDT
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CONTRACTORS'
SUPPLIES
Concrete Reinforcing Bars, Metal
Lath, Painted and Galvanized
Corrugated and V/C Roofing
Composition Roofing
Asphalt Shingles
Iron and Steel Bars, Sheet Steel,
Tank Plates, Beams, Channels
and Angles.
Supplies for Contractors, Rail
roads, Factories, and Mills.

Pldgeon-Thomas Iron Go.
94-96 N. Second Street
MEMPHIS

Foremost Ambulance
Service in Memphis

Spencer Company
246 MADISON AYE.
CORNER FOURTH

A Funeral Home
Without the I\ouch
of Commercialism

FELL'S MARKET
FANCY CUTS OF MEAT
Dressed Turkey, Dressed Chicken,
Dressed Duck, Dressed Geese, Dress
ed Young Guineas.
VEGETABLES
Green Peas, Squash, Egg Plant,
Green Peppers, Spinach, Snap Beans,
Lettuce, Celery.
Tomatoes, Oyster Plant, Artichokes,
Cauliflower, Parsley, Thyme, Carrots,
Parsnips, Horseradish Roots, Fresh
Pineapple.
Fish and Oysters
Complete Line of Fancy Groceries
Blue Ribbon Sugar Cane Syrup
(In one gallon cans)
Delivery to any part of the city
Tel. Main 4915 — 910 Vance Ave.
FELL'S MARKET

in delivery. Terminals badly needed
are also delayed, so that the present
situation is about as follows:
The line has barges easily capable of
satisfactorily
transporting
1,500,000
tons of freight annually. Last year
it carried only 150,000 tons, or onetenth the capacity of the fleet. This
was wholly due to lack of power and
terminals, for there was, throughout
the year, more tonnage in barges
awaiting forwarding than was in mo
tion.
The bulk of the freight handled by
the line is joint traffic. Over 80 per
cent of the northbound traffic goes
beyond the river communities and re
quires to be delivered to a rail car
rier over some joint terminal.
There are not at the upper junctions,
Memphis, Cairo and East St. Louis com
bined terminals capable of handling
one-fifth of the transportation capacity
of the barges.
The best day's interchange which the
lines have ever been able to force
through the existing Memphis terminal
is a little over 200 tons. This is rather
remote from the desired capacity of
5000 tons per day.
It takes as many towboats of the
old type with about the same sized
crews and very little less fuel to strug
gle along with the 150,000 tons, as will
be required by the ultimate power to
transport the full fleet of barges work
ing to capacity.
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Last month, with one new towboat in
operation and fairly good service out
of the old motive power, the line han
dled 22,000 tons of freight, earned
$95,000.00 and paid all its operating
costs, including full depreciation of
$23,000.00 and a reserve of $2,700.00 to
meet loss and damage claims.
When the power and terminals are
provided to handle 100,000 tons of
freight per month there should be no
difficulty to pay all operating costs,
depreciation and a fair interest charge
on all the money invested in equip
ment, power and terminals.

VACCARO'S

EVER
EAT
THERE
?

Business men who understand what
it means in operating economy when
they can do a capacity business with
their plants will understand why the
Federal Barge Line has thus far not
been self-supporting.
There are probably those who are
ready to tell you that a Government
operation can never be a success.
There are undoubted handicaps to
which any governmental enterprise is
subject, but perhaps those which can
not be eradicated are not so differ
ent, after all, from the difficulties
which face railroad managers under
existing conditions.
The volume of traffic is the thing
needed to make the Federal Barge Line
a valuable, successful public facility.
In October, 1920, four out of seven
old towboats were under repair. Under
thirty per cent of productive operation
was secured from the towboat hours
in service. As a result, the line trans
ported only a little over ten thousand
tons of freight and earned around $50,000.00 Repairs alone amounted to over
$30,000.00, and the month's operation
showed the line $60,000.00 short of pay
ing operating costs and depreciation.

PATTERSON-WILLIAMS
SHADE CO.

EA6LE TRANSPORTATION |
COMPANY
Haul anything, by Job, Day, or j
Contract.
Merchandise, Equipment,
Materials or Contractors'
Hauling, Promptly Done.
J. W. OWEN, Mgr.
Phone Main 5820.
Five, 3y2 Ton Trucks, j

O.R. SMITH
Automobile and
Truck Blacksmithing
PHONE MAIN 2197
337 MADISON AVENUE
Automobile and Truck Axles
and Wrecked Cars Straighten
ed. New Springs in stock for
all cars.

Ideal Heating Company
J. D. and T. R. Young, Props.
STEAM and
HOT
WATER
HEATING

Gontracto rs
Prompt atten
tion given re
pair work.

13 N. THIRD STREET
Phone Main 1348

Memphis, Tenn.

Building
Materials
We are selling now from a
well assorted stock of all
kinds Building Materials at
ATTRACTIVE
PRICES
Phone H. 2466

Smith Lumber Co.
Office and Yards:
N. Lumpkin and L. & N.

The immediate need at Memphis is
the adoption of a comprehensive term
inal plan. Up to the present moment,
the operations of the barge. line in
and out of Memphis have been strictly
limited by the amount of freight which
could be handled up and down the old
incline. When a barge arrives which
contains merchandise for the city, the
line must stop loading cotton until the
merchandise is gotten up the hill.
With the present limited capacity at
the throat of the operation the line has
been able to make itself of only lim
ited value to either receivers or ship
pers. Because of these physical limi
tations the barge line has been com
pelled to refrain from handling any
joint traffic through Memphis with
Arkansas and Mississippi. The delays
at the interchange made good service
impossible and the costs were prohibi
tive.
The success of the line requires the
development of a comprehensive term
inal of ample proportions at Memphis,
to handle cheaply both local and
through traffic. Until it is provided,
the line must of necessity bend its
energies to the development of traffic
to, from and through other terminals
such as St. Louis, East St. Louis, Cairo
and New Orleans, and the savings of
differential rates must be lost to Mem
phis merchants.
Your Terminal Commission has been
making an exhaustive study of neces
sary terminal facilities and its engineer
has developed a plan which meets the
most imperative requirements. The
plans are generally acceptable to the
Federal Barge Line. Their adoption will
require the expenditure of approximate
ly one million dollars.
The State has authorized the City of
Memphis to issue its bonds to the ex
tent of $500,000.00 for the acquirement
of such terminal property provided the
people of the city approve the issue.
The Secretary of War, under the
power conferred by the Spencer Amend
ment, has some $400,000.00 available
for the development of such a terminal.
Neither amount is sufficient to insure
the completion of the terminal as
planned. Together the funds should be
ample.
The Chief of Service, General Con
ner, has signified his willingness to go
ahead with the Government's share of
the expenditure provided the city is
prepared to do its part. The city must
provide the land, the track layout and
physical connection with the local com
munity both by suitable roadways and

ACCOUNT BOOKS
—for—
COTTON MERCHANTS,
OIL MILLERS and GINNERS
We make a specialty
of accounting forms
and books printed to
order.
:
:
: :
Dixie Cotton Books —
in stock for prompt delivery.
Merchants attending the Conven
tion are invited to call and
inspect our lines.

E. H. Clarke & Bro.
Manufacturing Stationers
18 South Main Street

ample rail connection with all connect
ing carriers.
All that is lacking is the ratification
of the project by the business commu
nity and the citizens of Memphis. The
need of adequate transportation faci
lities on the Mississippi River has, we
believe, been amply recognized by
Congress. It has also amply demon
strated its faith iii the ultimate success
of the venture by the expenditure of
$8,000,000.00 for equipment and the au
thority to expend some $2,000,000.00
more in conjunction with like sums
provided by local communities for the
development of necessary terminals. It
rests with these communities now to
say whether the developments shall
proceed and whether they care to share
in the benefit the barge service is al
ready offering.

E. H. ESTES, V.-Pres.
J. W. C. WRIGHT, V.-Pres.
J. M. St. JOHN, V.-Pres.

R. G. MORROW, President
L. P. JANES, V- Prest. & Mgr.
F. B. WHITAKER, Secy. & Treas.

Memphis Furniture Manufacturing Co.

Service

Quality

Stanocola Lubricating Oils and Greases

Memphis Carpenter
and Cabinet Shop

(For Mill and Factory Lubrication)

Stanocola Polarine Oil and Greases
(For Automobile Lubrication)

STANOCOLA GASOLINE
STANOCOLA BURNING OIL
Filling Stations for the convenience
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
of motorist located at—
East Street and Southern Railway.
Mississippi Avenue and McLemore
Union Avenue and Dudley
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF LOUISIANA
Poplar Avenue and Watkins
Monroe Avenue and Second
Memphis, Tennessee.

T. C. McDOW, Prop.
First Class Work Guaranteed
New and repair jobs in homes
stores and offices given immediate
attention.
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Consult us about sleep

ing porches and bungalow work.

Phone M. 5496

. . believes in the good things of J'J
ing hand-made HENRY WATTERSON cigar, of fbrty years
standing, for him.

342 Poplar

Lewis R. Hardy Co.
DISTRIBUTORS

141 - 145 S. FRONT STREET
PHONE MAIN 4805

George Schaefer
Heating
and
Ventilating
Tin, Copper and Galvanized Iron
Worker—Roof Repairing and
Painting.
Personal attention given to
Repairs.
349 JEFFERSON AVENUE
Phones, Hem. 1601 — Main 388
Memphis, Tenn.

Crutches, Abdominal Supporters,
Elastic Hosiery, Invalid Chairs
and Sick Room Supplies.

i : life— reason enough for nam-

:

GWINNER-MERCERE CO
191 Madison Avenue

PHONE MAIN 1456

Also distributors of
FILSON CLUB and
DANIEL BOONE
CIGARS, and
AUERBACH CANDIES;
Also Other Weil-Known
Lines.

Memphis, Tenn.

Graham-Merrin
Co.
366 Madison Ave.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
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Edison
Mazda
Lamps
The World's Standard
Made by

General Electric
Co.
The Largest Electrical
Manufacturer in the World.

Electric Supply
Company
General Southern
Distributors
WHOLESALE ONLY

S. B. Anderson,
President

C. J. Tully,
B. C .Tully,
Vice-President
Secretary

H. B. Anderson,
Treasurer

REBUILT HOISTING, CONVEYING and
POWER TRANSMISSION
MACHINERY
ENGINEERING SERVICE
Patent and Shop Drawings

W. D. BROWNING

Anderson-Tully Company
PACKING BOXES—EGG CASES
HARDWOOD LUMBER—VENEERS
MEMPHIS, TENN.
U. S. A.

73 Washington

Main 2378

TASTING IS BELIEVING—More people are eating here every day;
and more people are eating more and more tof our good food daily.
The only reason is—people want and demand good food. For those
who are "just eating around" there's no other place where you get such
good fotod in such generous portions at such a reasonable price.
Remember: We'll Gladly Have Your Trial

THE VICTORIA CAFE

Cable Address: VENEERS

83 JEFFERSON AVENUE (Opposite Bry's)

Automotive Electric Service

We repair all makes of Starter, Generator and Ignition Systems

Southern Electric Service Co*

972 UNION AVE.

Hemlock 6080

Chickasaw Machine & Foundry Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Machinists, Founders and Engineers
Second and Winchester Sts.

Long Distance Phone 324

SHELBY BISCUIT COMPANY

Memphis Business College

—BAKERS OF—

We need hundreds of young men and women for positions paying
splendid salaries with opportunities for promotion.

(Incorporated)

CRACKERS, CAKES AND FANCY BISCUIT
West Colorado Ave. Kentucky to Kansas Sts.

Memphis, Tenn.

Twentieth Century Bookkeeping, Famous Gregg, Shorthand,
Touch Typewriting, Business English, Business Law,
Business Arithmetic, Office Training.
COTTON CLASSING—The oldest cotton school. Graduates making
good in all parts of South.
Great opportunities for ambitious men. Short time completes Course.
Get our proposition today. Train for business where men and women have
trained for the past fifty-five years.
Beautiful Catalog Free
MEMPHIS BUSINESS COLLEGE—Odd Fellow's Bldg.
Phone Main 3521
Memphis, Tenn.

The Pilcher
Printing Co.
PHONES: MAIN 1169 - 2568

NOW AT

Lee Lumber
Company
Lumber
Sash, Doors
LONG LEAF TIMBERS
A SPECIALTY
READY ROOFINGS
BUILDING PAPERS
PHONES
Cumberland Hemlock 323
Cumberland Hemlock 324
Cumberland Hemlock 325

Office, Yard and Factory—
867 to 921 Rayner Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

HOWARD
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
!
ENGINEERING
. ;
391 Madison Ave.

Main 1861

SAMUEL GABAY
164 S. Front St.
Memphis
We buy all kinds of waste
paper, magazines and paper
stock; scrap iron and all metals
—rubber and all waste mater
ials.—Write for price list.

54 N. Second St.
Opposite Court Square

PRINTING
PUBLISHING
BOOK-BINDING
SHOW-PRINTING

Alamo Light Plant & Machinery Co.
Distributors for The

Siletit ALAMO
FARM ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHT PLANT

MEMPHIS, TENN.

FOR FARMS — PLANTATIONS — COUNTRY HOMES — CLUBS
— BOATS — LUMBER CAMPS, — ETC.
210 MADISON AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Rosemore Company
Knabe Representative for 37 Years
99-103 NORTH SECOND STREET.

PHONE MAIN 2613

Years in Memphis

WALL PAPER& PAINTING

WE ARE PAPERING NICE ROOMS FOR 60 DAYS, FOR $12.50
—Save You 20 Per Cent. On Painting
113 POPLAR STREET
PHONE M. 2662

Frank R. Waddey Co.

\

Representatives of Manufacturers
Memphis, Tenn.
Containers; Labels and Supplies
for packing your Products. Ask
for quotations. We can solve your
packing problems.
Cans that can be used for all
dry products; Corrugated Ship
ping Cases; Fine Label Work;
Folding Cartons, Etc.

Detroit Automatic
Scale Co.
Now at 86 S. SECOND STREET
O. S. NORMAN, Dist. Sales' Mgr.
Phone Main 4734

—

Memphis

In the third split of a dollar,
your profit

is often

jeopardized

by the use of poor scales.

—: Have No Dust :—
There's a Difference Wholly to Your Advantage

Fair Manufacturing Co.
FLOOR SWEEP, FLOOR OIL, DISINFECTANTS,
DEODORIZERS, INSECTICIDE, GERMICIDE,
Factory and Laboratory
7 E. Calhoun St.
PHONE MAIN 1211
Memphis, Tenn.

J. G. STONE-GROGE AUTO TOP COMPANY
AUTOMOBILE TOP BUILDING AND REPAIRING
Dust Covers, Seat Covers and Upholstering
409-411 MONROE AVENUE.

—

PHONE MAIN 1896

In our new location we have a
complete display, containing a
scale for every weighing purpose.
For light or heavy merchandise,
parcel post or heavy shipping.

Guard your profits carefully by
installing a Detroit Automatic for
Wholesale or Retail purposes.

] COUCH BROS.
! Manufacturing Co.
I 1119 Florida.

Memphis, Tens.

Memphis, Tenn.

American Car & Foundry Co.
. MEMPHIS -

LOGGING AND CANE GARS AND STORAGE TANKS

Manufacturer of" Tents, Tent
Flys, Mule Corrals.
Protect Your Cotton—

Waterproof Tarpaulins

CANADIAN CLOCK WORKS
A. W. WEBSTER, Mgr.
EXPERT CLOCK REPAIRERS
We Specialize in French and Chime Clocks. — We call for and deliver
Clock Repair Work of any kind—all work guaranteed one year.
Phone Main 1334
Room 39 Southern Express Bldg.
126 N. Court St.
Memphis

HAIR GOODS of every description made to order.
OUR BEAUTY PARLOR offers prompt and expert service
jn Marcel Waving; Shampooing; Hair Dressing Scalp Treating; Manicuring; Hair Dyeing
and Bleaching.
Children's Hair Bobbing.
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PARLOR
83 S. MAIN ST.
2nd Floor
Cumb." Phone Main 9209
Mail Orders Attended To

1
f
•
f

Famous for Quality Everywhere
Shipped all over the world.

FAMOUS QimFs
64 N. MAIN ST.

Mail Orders Shipped Immediately
upon receipt.
DINSTUHL'S

MEMPHIS, TENN.

-

